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INTRODUCTION 
The techniques and results of homological algebra are currently 
,' 
being .used in many areas of mathematics. In particular, the functors 
derived from a given functor are very us'eful in the investi.gatio:q, .of 
algebraic and topological problems. One of the central activities in 
homological algebra is the investigation of derived functors in parti-
cular, the discovery and axiomatization of derived functors and the 
demonstration of the existence of a suitable product on the derived 
functors. 
Milnor and Moore, [16], and Gugenheim, [11] discussed t:q.e functor, 
cotensor product of comodules over a coalgebra., The functor Cotor, 
derived from the cotensor product, was defined and used by Moore in 
Cartan se'rninaire, [18] page 7-25, for calculating some properties of 
differential projective modules over a r:i,.ng which are also comodules 
over a coalgebra. However, the Cotor functor has not been investigated 
in fu,11 detail. This paper giveq s1,1.ch an investigation and presents a 
derived functor Coext whi,ch is new and of import@ce equal to that of 
Cotor., 
This study is begun in Chapter I by developing the theory, relative 
to an injective class of sequences of derived functors. The theory 
includes an axiomatization. The author presents in this chapter two 
classical examples, one from the theory of R-modules and the other from 
the theory o,f sheaves. These ex1;3.lllples involve the classical inje.ctive 
1 
class of sequences, namely the class of all exact sequences; therefore, 
an example is presented in Chapter II where the injective class of 
sequences is not equi3.l to the class of all exact sequences. 
Since the cotensor product is shown in Chapter III to satisfy t):J.e 
conditions of Chapter I, Cotor is axiomatized. Using the same class of 
sequences as UEied for, cotensor product the author shows that the 
functor Hom A satisfies the conditions of Chapter I; consequently, there 
exists a derived functor for Hom_£\, which he calls Co ext. Immediately, 
Coext is axiomatized by Chapter I •. Finally, in Chapter III, some 
relations between Ext, Tor, Coext and Cotor are established. 
In Chapter IV it is shown that Cotor and Coext each .have a product 
and that the product for Coext yields an algebra. A summary of the 
results and a presentation of some problems fQr fm;ther research are 
given in Chapter V. 
The notation an(i techniques of Eilenberg and Moore, [6], are used 
extensively in this paper. Numbers in brackets refer to the Biblio-
graphy at the end of the paper. For example, [3] refers to 
Bibliography reference number three and [3-13] refers to Bibliography 
reference number three, pa,_ge 13. 
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CHAPTER I 
RELATIVE COHOMOLOGY THEGRY 
S. Eilenberg and J. C. MoQre, [6-7], ;i..ntr0du.ced the concept 0f a 
cohomology theory re.;t.ative to a particular injective clase of sequences, 
e, and refer to an unp\qlished work. Since the details of this have not 
•· 
yet appeared, the· theory is developed in · this chapter as preparaticm for 
the author's work.appearing in.later chapters. 
Considerable · WQrk has . been done · cm the ·. case where · e is · the class of 
all exact seg_u.ences, denoted·by e1 , in an abelian category or exact 
categ0ry; MacLane [14], Buchsbaum [5], Heller [12] and Uehara .. [20]. 
This casE;l will be referred to as "Absolute" cohomology theory. 
Definiti0n of Relative Coh0m0l0gy Theory. 
. . . 
Definition 1.1: Let lt be an .additive category with cokernels, !8 an 
abelian category, T:~ .... !8 an additive functor, e an injective class in 
t 
A cohomology theory He relative toe over Tis a 
sequence of functors If:tt .... !8; n _::: O; such that: 
! 
Axi0m I: For each sequence E:O .... A' i ~ A __ j_, A" .... 0 in e and for 
each n > 0 there exi.sts a morphism 0~ E Hom (Ir (Ali), w+l (A' ) ) 
satisfying the "naturality conditicm"; i.e., for a commutative diagram 
3 
El :0 ..,.. A' ... A ... A" ... 0 j~· 1~ l ~" 
E2 :0 ... B' ... B .... B" ... O 
of two sequences El, E2 in e the diagram 
If (A") 





---~ If+1 (A') 
I Hn+l (cp') 
'I/ 
-...--~ Hn+l (B, ) 
Sn 
E2 
Axiom II: For each sequence E:O .... A, ..,.i_>A _j_)A11 ,.... 0 in e, the 
sequence 
4 
.. " W(A) ... 
is . exact in m. 
Axiom III. Tl:lere exists a natural equivalence Tl :T -+ HO. 
Axiom IV~ ·For· each A E fl there exists i :A ... I; where i E ~ and I E J; 
n(.) . . 
such that H 1 "" O. :for ;r1 > o. ce ~>im). 
For clarity the definiti©p.s .6f e ~>lffi and jJl ~> e are included. They 
are dual to the definiticms of'. paragraph 4 in Eilenberg and Moore [6]. 
:E>efiniti0n 1.2: e ~'m means ;f EjJl; A~ A; if and only if 
0 ... A ~A' Ee. C 
. Y.~ 
The sequence·E: A' ~A . J . ) A", where 
c is the cokernel of i, belongs toe if and only if l E IJJI. 
Existence of the Relative Cohomology Theory 
Let 9J be an additive category with cokernels, m an abelian 
category and e an injective class in 9J with e ~> J; e ~> ~. 
Definition 1.4; A functor T:~ .... mis said to bee-left exact if and 
only if for·/;illy sequence 0 
TC') 
.... A' ..2:...+ A ~ A" .... O in e the sequences 
0 .... T ( A ' ) i > T (-A ) and T ( A ' ) T(i) T(') ------+TEA) J )T(A") are exact. 
Let T:V .... m be an add,itive, covariant, e-left exact functor •. Let 
A be any object in~ and X an e-injective resolution of A, one such 
exists by the dual ef Proposition 3.1, Eilenberg and Moore [6]. The 
following notation will be used: 
E . I\ 
and A ~ X denotes X. 
Then there is a.complex 
5 
T(X) .... . .. 
IP . 
--1 T (X ) ~ Tex l) .-I • • • 
n n+ 
in m. Since m is an ci.belian category, for ea.ch n qne has the· diagram 
Diagram 1.1. 
n 
where kn is the kernel of o , bn-l is µniq_uely determined by the 
6 
definiti0n of kernel since onon-l = O, and pn is the cokernel of bn-l" 
Hn(T(X)) can be shown to depend only on A, u~ to a natural equivalence. 
Hence, for each h _::: 0 one q.efines the.derived functors If:ij """·!8 by (i) 
If(A) = W(';I'(X)) for each A in ij and (ii) Hn(f) :Hn(A) .... If(A'), for each 
























where each square is commutative. 
f 
n+l 
---........-i>.T(Y ) .... • • • 
n+l 
Remark 1.1; If A --4 B is any morphism in m, then ALB ....S..,. C is in 
e where c is the cokernel off. 
Proof: Let IE J. Then consider 
c* f* Hom(C,I) _;_.,i.Hom(B,I) ~Hom(A,I). Let g E ker f*. From the 
definition of cokernel there exists a unique t E Hom(C,I) such that 
c* (t) = g and A L> B ~ C E e. 
7 
Remark 1.2: If A is any object in, ~1 and A _g_>B is an epic, then 
A _IL> B ... 0 E e. 
Proof: (Immediate) • 
. Lemma 1.1: If o .... z1 
T(f1) T(f2) 
----·T(-z2} -----+··T~Z".3) · is exc;l:ct. 
Proof: Let c1:zi+l .... Ci be·the.cokernel of fi and cons;i.der the diagram 
Since f 2f 1 :::, 0 there exists a.uniq_ue h:C1 .... z3 sl,l.ch that hc1 = f 2 
because c1 is a cokernel of f 1 • By Remarks 1.1 and 1.2 the following 





z2 2 'z 3 
z2 
cl 
;? c1 --~o 
z3 
~2 
> c2 ---o 
h c2 ······ 
It can now be shown that O .... C ~ Z --. -,:, C .... 0 ;Ls in .e. . Let I E J 1 3 2 
and consider: 
f 
· Since Z , 1 > z 
· 1 2 
f2 
) z3 is in e, it is known that there exists a 
-SE Hom(z3,r) such,that ac1 = f 2(S) = Sf2 = Shc1 • Hence a= Sh •. 
There fore, 0 -+ : c1 . ...£..., z3 E e. 
c* 
(ii) Hem ( c2 , I) 2· )-Hom-(z3,T) -h:+ H;om ( c1 , I) • 
. Let & E ker h*. Then or2 = i5hc1 = O and 6 E ker r2. Since 
z 2 
f 
. 2 >Z 
3 
C 
2 )C2 Ee, there exists a.y·E Hom(c2 ,I) such. that 
h c2 
c2 (y) = 6. This implies y ,E im c2 and c1 -> z3 ___,.> c2 · E e. 
Sine(;) Tis e-:1eft exact, in the diagram 
the, seque:nces O -+ T(Z1 ) 
Therefore, T(f1 ) and T(h) are menics and T(f1 ) is a kernel ef T(c1 ). 
To shC>w T(f1 ) is a kernel 6f T(f2), let g:G .... T(Z2 ) be any morphism 
such that T(f2 )g ::::i O. Then T(h)T(c1 )g = o •. Hence, T(<::1 )g = O bec;ause 
T(h) is a m<;,nic. · Therefore, there exists a unique t :G ... T(Z1 ) such 
that T(f1 ) "= g and the ·prC>of is cempleted. 
The theoryof:abelian ca.teg©ries is-discussed in d,etail in 
Mitchell [17], Freyd [8] and Uehara.[20J. 
8 
0 Theorem 1.1:. There exists a natural equivalence Tl :T ... H ·• 
9 
Preof: 0 0 From the definition of H (A), H (A)= z0 • Moreover, Tise-left 
E* 60 




monic. Therefore, E* = T(E) is a kernel of a0 •. But HO(A) ~T(X)0 
is a kernel of 6°. Hence, there exists a unique isomorphism 
0 SA:T(A) ... H (A) such that h0SA = E*. 
N0w, define Tl :T ... HO. For any A in tr let Tl (A) = 1\. Then 'Tl is a 
natural equivalence. Commutativity can be verified using Diagram 1.2. 
Theorem 1.2: For each A in m there exists i:A ... I where i E !m, IE .9 
and If(i) = O for n > o. 
Pr<:>of: By the dual 0f Pr0poeitimn 4.1 0f Eilenberg and M90re [6], it 
is lmown that for each A in m there exists i E !JJ1 such that i:A ... I 
whe:re I E J. It can be verified that O ... J -4 I ... 0 ... O .... • • • is an 
e-injective resolution of I. Therefore, W(I) = [ T(I) if n = O 
.Q ·if n > O. 
Lemma 1.2: If fil is a.I). additive category, e an injective class in m 
withe i.9 and if (i :A ... A I a = 1,2} is a biproduct in m then 
(J CJ 
il 'IT2 i2 . '!Tl 
A1 ----: A ---;>A2 and A2 ~A~ A1 are in e. In fact 
CJ (J 
0 .... A ~A __g,>A .... 0 is in e where CJ1 ,cr2 E (1,2} and a1 J. a2• (Jl . (J'2 · . - · 
Proof: Let I E ,.9 and let f E ker ii, then f :A .... I and fi1 = O. 
Consequently, fi2 :A2 .... I and fi2TI2 = f because 1 = i 1TI1 + i 2TI2• Hence, 
i 'IT 
TI2 (fi} = f and A1 ~ A --L> A2 is in e. 
i 'IT 
Similarly A2 __g_> A --4 A1 
is in e. 
'* J.l 
Consider Hom(A,I) ~Hom(A1 ,I) .... o. Let f E Hom(A1 ,I). Then 
10 
one has the family [f :.A.1 .... I; 0 :A2 .... I}. Since [i1 , i 2 } is a coproduct, 
Hpm(A,I) such that ki1 = f. there exists a unique morphism k E 
' il 
Therefore, 0 .... A1 ~ A belongs to e. 
1T* 2 
To·complete the·proof one needs 
to show O _, Hom(A2 ,I) ~Hom(A,I) is exact; i.e., show 112 is a 
monomorphism. Let f E Hom(A2 ,I) such that fn2 = o. Then f = 0 because 
,;2 is an epic. 
Remark 1.3: In an additive category~ for any A1 , A2 , X in~ 
Hom(A1 + A2 ,X) ·~ Hom(A1 ,X) + Hom(A2 ,X), MacLap.e [15 - 250]. 
Proof: Let [\, :ACT .... A1 + A2 I a = 1, 2 } be the bi product of A1 and A2 a 
Let ljr: Hom(A1 + A2 ,x) .... Hom(A1 ,X) +. Hom(A2 ,X) be defined as follows: 
for any f E Hom(A1 + A2 ,X), Hf) = (fi1 , fi). It is clear that 1lT is a 
homomorphism. Let f, g be any morphisms in Hom(A1 + A2 ,x) such that 
1jl(f) = 1jl(g). Then fi1 = gi1 and fi 2 = gi2• Since [i1 ,i2 } is a 
coproduct, f = g. 
Let (g,h) E Hoci(A1 ,x) + Hom(.A.2 ,x). By the definition of coproduct 
there·exists a unique morphism k:.A,1 + A2 .... X such that ki1 = g and 
ki2 = h, hence Wis surjective. 
Lemma 1.3: Let tS'. be a pointed category and e an injective class in (S'. 
withe ~J. If O _, A'~A ~A" .... 0 is in e and O .... A" -4x 
is an e-inJ·ective resolution of A", then A 1..2:-.> A .£..L.> X and 
' 0 
E · oo 
A ~X0~Xl are in e. 
Proof: i E.i. A _s.j_,,x L,x Note that A'-=-+ A ~ x0 and 7 0 ., 1 are sequences. 
Let IE J anq consider the following diagrams: 
(a) 
(b) 











In (a) let f E ker i*. From the hypothesis, im j* = ker i* and E* 
is surjective. 
(Ej)*(h) = f, 
can show that 
Hence, there exists h E Hom(X0 ,I) such that 
and A' i :;> A ~ X is in e. Similarly,. using (b) one 0 
E· ao A ..sJ....>x0 ~ X1 is in e. 
Definition 1.5: F G A sequence of complexes; 0 _, X -> Y -.. -· -,; Z .... 0 where 
F = [f :X -+Y I all n} and G = [g :Y .... z I all n}; is called an 
n n n n ll n 
e-seguence of complexes if and only if X, Y, Z are in e and for each n 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) 
f g 
0 ..... x .......!L.~y .......!L,z o · · e 7 7 .... · 1S 1n , 
n n n 
12 
(ii) the diagram 
f gn 







n+l gn+l 0 -+ X ). y ~z .... o is commutative. 
n+l n+l n+l 
Theorem 1.3: If O -+ A L> B ~ C -+ 0 is in e, then there e;x:ists an 
e-sequence of F G complexes O .... X ~Y ~ Z -+O·and augmentations 
E 
B .--1...,. y 
E 
and C -2--> Z are e-injective 
resolutions for A, Band C, respectivellf• 
Proof: 
E1 E 
One constructs A --,- X and C -4 Z in the usual manner; 
Eilenberg and Moore [6]. 
Define Y by the following construction (see Diagram 1.3). 
(1) Let Y = X + Z •. By Proposition 2.2 of [6]; Y E .9 for n 2'.: O. 
n n n n 
For ·notational let f .x and TTZ • purposes, = 1 gn = n n n Then by Lemma 
f g 
1.2, 0 -+ X ~Y....,...!!....>z -+ 0 is in e. 
n n n 
(2) Augmentation: O .... A · f :i>B belongs to e and x0 E .9 hence there 
exists an O! :B -+ x0 , such that cl!f = E1 • Let E2 = f 0ot + i6E3g. Then 
z .z . 
E2f = (f0a + i 0E3g)f = f 0r:¥f = fcfi and g0E2 = g0 (r0a +. ic/3g) = E3g. 
E 
show O -+ B __J_>Y0 belongs to .e it needs 
. E;. 
E .9 the sequenc;e Hom(Y0 ,I) --'--yHom(B,I) 
In order to to be shown 
that given any I .... 0 is exact; 






f l 'J j 
---------i> B ----------------------- , C __ _____.. o 
Di;;l.gram 1.3 




2. ------,,0 ,_ 
1 







. t . Et f . 
Hom(X0 ,I) ~ Hom(A,I) ~ O 
Pl E* . lf* 
= Hom(Yo,I). _L>Hom(B,I) ~ 0 
·I E• k 
Hom(z0 ,;r) ~ Hom(c,i) ~ o i ·. . i 
0 0 
1.4 
is obta;i.ned with r0ws 1, 3 and columns 1, 2 exact. Note, l:l (h) :::: hf0 for 
any h ,E Hom(Y0 ,I) and for any k E lfom(z0 ,r), _t (k) is the unique 
morphism in Hom(Y0 ,I) such that t(k)i~ = k and t(k)f0 = o~ Then each 
square is commutative because given any k·E Hom(Zi0 ,I), E2(t(k)) = 
= t (k)(f0Gl:' + i~E3g) = kE3g and g* (E3 (k)) = kE3g. Similarly Eil:l = f*E2. 
' Therefore, by the Five Lemma, E2 is surje~tive. 
(3) . 0 Define oy: f E3g By· Lemma 1.3, A ->.C . ~ z0 belongs to .e. 
0 · · 0 
o~f ""o, hence there exists f30 :z0 .... -x1 such that s0E3g = oft• 
0 
.Define o by y 
Moreover, 
One·can immediately verify that eac~ square is commutative. One still 
needs to show: 
(a) 
(b) 
oOE = o y 2 
· E a0 
B ~ Y ~>Y belongs to e. 
· 0 · l 
Ca). o~E2 = [f;i. ca~~ ~ .f30 g0 ) .+ iio~g0 ]Cf0<:Y + i~E3g) 
15 
(b). Let I beany object in.J. Thenth,e following diagram ia obtained 
0 0 0 
i o~* i Ei i , 
Hom(lX~I) --· ----Hom(XO,I) --......... ---Hom(A,I) 
fi : '' far: '- ',":_ - f'i 
i "'- , ·2P* i E* "' I ~ y 2 ~. 
Hom(Y1 ,I) "- Hom(Y0 ,I) -------.~Hom(B,I) 
g*r: ~" g*r: g*r 11 0 "' o,
t ":I\. ~ 
Hom(z1 ,I) Hom(z0 ,I) -------, Hom(C,I) 
oO* E* l i z i 3 
0 0 0 
where colu.mns 1, 2, 3 are exact, rows 1 and 3 c;U'e exact and every 
square of solid arrows is commutative. Then row 2 is .exact by the 
following remark from the category of abelian greups •. Hence 
E 
B 2 ) y 0 
00 
y ) yl belongs to .e~ 
Remark 1.4: Consider the following diagram where the abjects and 
16. 
and the following conditions are satisfied cm the morphisms: 
(i) rows 1, 2, and column 3 ~re exact sequences (i~e., ker = im), 
(ii) Sis a monomorphism, 
(iii) commutativity in e~ch square of solid arrows, 
(iv) eg1s• = sf3 and YS = g3, 
( v) g2 = l;tto + f3gl TTo' 
(vi) f 2 = (i0f 3 - i 0s•)n1 + i 0f 1n1. 
f2 g2 
Then G1 + Gl ~ G0 + GO ->A·is· an exact sequence. 
Proof of the remark: g2f 2 = 0 by an argument similar to.that used to 
show a~E2 = O, so im f 2 c ker g2• N0w, let (x,x') E ker g2• This 
implies that O = g2 (x,x') - f3g1 (x) + S(x'). By commutativity 
g3 (x') = Yg/x,x') = O, hence x' E ker g3 = im fy Therefore, t];iere 
exists y' E Gl such that f 3 (y') = x'.. Now, consider 
z = x + s' (y!) E Go; f3gl (z) = f3g1S' (y') + f3gl (x) = Sf/y') + f3gl (x) 
= s(x') + f3g1 (x) = O. f3 is a monornorphism, hence z E ker g1 = im f 1 
and there exists y E G1 such that f1 (y) = z. 
= [(i0f 3 - ioS')TTl + i 0f 1TT1](y,y') = (i0f 3 -
= (x,x'). 
Then f 2(y,y') = 
i 0s•)Cy') + i 0 f 1 Cy) 
E g 08 1 (4)_ Define a1 : From Lemma 1. 3 the sequenc(:) B 3 >Z ~ Z belongs 0 1 
to,e. Also. a1 f3 ·E g = a1a0cv = o X O 3 . X ~ . " 
that f3 a0 = a1f3 Now define a11 by setting 1 z: X o· 
One-can readily verif;>' that o~fl:::: f2°i and gii = 
. 1 
-be·shown that ay has the.follQJwingpr©pe;rties: 
(a) 
(b) 
a\,O = 0 y y 
aO 
y y ~ y 
0 1 
al 
y ) y2 belongs to, e. 
A straigntforward calculation establishes (a). To, sh<:>w (b) cemsider 
the following diagram for a:ny IE~-
(01)* . cao)* 
Hom(X2,I) X ?·Hom\X ·,-I)" X Bom(X0 ;I) 1 
I '- I I I . 
I " :(~)* f* ,ci0),;-,.. f* I(~)*'- f* 2 I 2 , 1 0 
' 
I " I i 1 ~ '- cao) * ~ ., /sy)* 




I I I 
" 
a* I " f:3* I I ("z)* "-1 ,o * g* g* J (i~)* . I (iz)* 2 I 1 2 . 
"' 
1. go I . o .. 
I 
ca1 ) * " 
I 
. cao)* . "' 
'1-, ~- i ~ ~ 
Hom(z2,I) z ~Hom(z1 , I) 
. z i>Hom(z0 , I) 
where rows 1 and 3 (are-exact and the-columns are direct sum diagrams. 
By the remark which follows this proof, the middle row is-E;!xact and 
1 a 
y ) y is J..0 n e. 
. 2 
(5) Assume, fork~ n, there exists ek:Zk ~ Xk+l such that 
1:3 ak-l = aka and that aky has been defined. by k Z X k ... l 
ak f Cak x c-·1)1;c+1Qk.gk) .z .,..k Y = k+l XTTi~ + .., + J..k+l 0 Zgk 
with the properties 




ak-1 . ak 
Yk---1-Y-: -~) :yk ·---y--> Yk+l belongs to e·, 
(c) 
·(6) D f.. -::.n+l 
'e ine·Qy : 
an-1 an 
Si:p.ce Zn---1-z---> Zn-· __ z __ Zn+l belongs to · e and 
an+lQ an•l = an+lanQ O th ~ t Q Z . X h X t"n Z. X X"'n-1 = ; ere ex.,,s 6 "'n+l: n+l ... · n+2 sue 
that S an= an+llil. Now define an+l by 
. n+l Z X n Y 
-::.n+l _ f (-::.n+l X + ( l )n+2 ,:i . ) + .i· Z -::.n+l. . • 
0 Y - · n+2 °X ,,.-~+l - · "'n+le;n+l n+2°Z gn+;I.. 
Commutativity c~ be verified withol.lt difficulty. The following 
two properties are also satisfied: 





y ) y __ Y__,. -> y 2 belongs to · e. 
·n+l n+ 
[ n x n+l o f 1cax,,.-· + C-1) S g) 
-n+ · n n n 
( 0n+l,.?( ( )n+2 . i:i . J,.. Z. 0n+l . ) 0 
- f ·2. x· · 1 + -l . f 2"" lg 1 + n+2 Z gn+l 
· n+ · n+ . n+ . n+ n+ 
+ f. an+lr;X iz an + (-l)n+2 f lil . ·. f anJC 
n+2 X n+l n+l. Zgn n+2 n+Ign+l n+l X n· 
+ ( ... 1)2n+3fn+2sn+lgn·+1fn+lsn.f}'n + (-l)n+2f s g iz ang 
9 n+2 n+l n+l n+l Zn 
.Z ~n+l .Z ~n 
+ 1 o .g i o~g 
n+2 Z n+l n+l ~ n 
(b) · Let I E J and consider the diag:ra.m 
(on+l)* 
Hom(X 2,I) X: Hom(X · I) n+ n+l' · 
I \ . I \ 
f* KJC )\"' f* lcrrx ) ~ n+ I n+ n+ I n+l \ 
I \ I 
.j, \ (on+l) * i 
Hom(Y 2 ,I) 
~ .. .y 
· Hom (Y · I-) · 
n+ '\ n+l' 
I (3 * '\:n+l 
r * l(i z ) * \ * l<iz .)* gn+2 I n+2 gn+l I n+l \ I " I ~ \\ \J, 




X Hom(X ,I) 
n 
I 
f* lcrrx) * 







'\ g* l(i~) * 




where rows 1 ·and 3 are·exact and the ·columns are·direct sum diagrams. 
By the·remark that follows, the middle row i!;l exact and 
an an+l 
Y Y .. > Y · y > Y 2 belongs to e. This completes the desired n n+l n+ 
construction. 
Remark 1.5: Consider the following diagram where the objects pJ1d 







" : "' I I . I 
" I . I "' TT' 
"' 
TT' 2 I i2 1 I il 







G2 + G' Gl + G' 2 
" 
1 




"' i2 112 
" 






"' ~ ~~ G2 gl Gl fl 
If the following conditions are·satisfied on the morphisms: 
Ci) the rows 1 and 3 are exact sequences, 
(ii) the columns are direct sum diagrams, 
(iii) commutativity in each square with solid arrows, 
(iv) sg3 = f 1s 1 , 
(v) f2 = \:/3 + (-l)k\)0111 + iOfl,,.l' 




I . I TT' 0 io I 
i 
GO + G' 0 




then row 2 is an exact sequence·in the sense that im g2 = ker f 2 • 
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Proof: By a direct computation, as done previously, it Gan be verified 
that f 2g2 = 0. Now, let (x,x') E G1 + G1 such that f 2(x,x') = O. Then 
by commutativity, f 3 (x') = O. Hence x' E ker f 3 = im g3 and there 
exists y' E G2 such that g3 (y') = x'. 
Consider z = x + (-1)k1;, (y') E G1 • T):len i 0 f1 (z) = 
= i 0 f 1 (x) + (-lli0 f1 I;' (y 1 ) = i 0 f1·r\ (x,x') + (-l)ki0sg3 (y') 
= iOflTTl (x,x') + (-l)ki0l;TTl (x,x') = f 2 (x,x 1 ) ic/3TTl (x,x') :;:: Q. 
Hence z E ker f1 = im gl because i 0 is a monomorphism. · Let y E G2 such 
that g/y) = z, theng2(y,y')::: (ilg3 + (-l)k+li1s')(y 1 ) + ilgl(y) 
= i 1 (x') + (-1)):c+lil I;' (y') + i 1 (z) = i 1 (x') + (..:1l+1i 1 I;' (y') + J.,1 (x) 
+ (-l)ki I; I (y') 
' 1 ' 
= i 1(x') + i 1 C.x) = (x,x') and the proof is completed. 
Lemma i.4; If X = {X 
n 
on .on 
X > X 1 I n > o} and Y = { Y 4 Y 11 p.+ - n· n+ n _:: O} 
I; 
are cha;Ln complexes in !8 and if I; = {X ~y 1 I n _:: 6} is a 
. . . n . n+ 
sequence of morphisms with the property; for each n _;: O, 
Proof: Consider, the following diagram (~ecall Diagram 1.1): 
. .• . 
on-1 on 






z ' ' 
n~ 




yn+·1'""· ---..---) y ... • • • an+l n+2 
y 
By commutativity oes k = S 1oXnk = 0, hence there exists a unique 
· ~ n n n+ n 
f :Z _. Z' such that k' s = s k because k' 1 is the kerne;J.. of ony+l. n n n+l n+l n n n n+ · 
Also, by commutativity, k' f b = I; k:h. ,. _:S on-l = on!; 
n+l n n-1 n n n-1 .,. · I+ .X Y n-1 
: k I lb I I; 1• 
n+ n n- kn'+·l is a monic, hence Snb· n-l - b' ~ p I r:- b -- n ~n-1' n+l~n n-1 -
= P~+lb~ Sn-l a.p.d.p~+lb~ Sn-l = 0 because p~+l is the cokernel of b~. 
Thus there exists a unique morphism An:If1cx) _. If1+1 (X) such that 
Proposition 1.1: For each sequence E;O _. A ~B ..JL>c _. 0 in e and 
for each n _.::: 0 there exists a morphism A~:If(c) _. If1+1cA) such that the 
following is a sequence. 
_. T(A) T(f) T(g) · > T(C) 
Ao 1 
0 T(B) E > H1 (A) H (f) > Hl(B) -+ ••• 
n-l 
_ref)> r<B) 
b.n AE IfCA) r(g) ;) lin(c) E ~··· 
0 0 1 . 0 . Proof: First AE will be constructed and b.ET(g) = 0 = H (f)AE will be 
verified. From Lemma 1.4, there exist morphisms An:rf(c) _. If+1 (A) for E . 
1 1 
all n > 1. AEH (g) = 0 2 1 · = H (f)AE will be shown. The proof that 
AnW(g) = 0 = If1+1 (f)C:!n E . E is exactly the eame, tak:;i.ng into ccmsideration 
the definition of o~ for n _:; 1. 
By commutativity, oiT(/30 )T(E3) = T(l31 )o~T(E3) = O. 'l1herefore, 
there exists a unique morphism y:T(C)....:. z1 such that k1y = T(/30 )T(E3). 
Define 6~ = p1y. yT(g) = b0T(a') b~cause k1 is a monic and k1yT(g) 
0 .. 
= SXT(cv) = k1b0T(a). · Using this commutativity and 
23 
0 the fact that p1 is the ookernel of b0 , 6ET(g) = p1yT(g) = p1b0T(Ct') = O. 
1 1 To prove 6EH (g) = O, :i;-ecall three f/3.cts: 
(a) From Lemma 1.4, p2 T(Si) = 6i~l' T(S1 )k1 = k2T(S1 ); 
(b) o~ = T(o~) = T[f2 Ca~r{ + S1 g1 ) + i~o~g1 ) 
= T(f2 )[T(o~)T(1i~) + T(S1 )T(g1 )] 
+ T(i~)T(a~)T(g1 ) 
= T(f2 )[o~T(~) + T(S1 )T(g1 )] + T(i~)o~ T(g1 ); 
(c) by commutativity 
Therefore, T(f2 )T(S1 )T(g1 )k1 == O. Tis additive, hence preserves 
biproducts. T(f2 ) is a manic, therefore TCl\)T(g1 )l\ ::,: O. Now, 
0 = T(S1 )T(g1 )k1 = T(S1 )k1g0 = k2T(S1 ) g0 • k2 is a manic so 
- . 1 1 
p1 is an epic, hence 6EH (g) = 0. 
S . ' 00 - f do X f Q .zdo . SOY· T(i'zo·)T(E3) ince y - 1 X1i0 - · l~OgO + il ZgO, 
= -T(f1 )T(S0)T(E3) = -T(f1 )k1y = -k1 fqY· Therefore, k);0T(i~)T(E3) 
~ - - Z - 1 0 1 
= -k1 f 0y and -b0T(i0 )T(E3) = f 0y. Now, H (f)6E = H (f)p1y 
- - - - z - ' -
= p1f 0y = -p1b0T(i0 )T(E3) = 0 because p1 is a cokernel of b0 • 
Similarly H2 (f)6i = 0 because kz1\T(ii)k1 = o~T(ii)k1· = TCf)TCS1 )k1 
0 
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2 · 1- 2 . 
Therefore H (f)6E:Pi = H (f)p2T(I\) 
2 1 H (f)6E = O. 
Theorem 1.4: (Natu.rality Condition) For a commutative diagram 
... A I ___ f__ --; A __ __.g...,_, ---;) A" ... 0 
l·· h 1, k 1, .. 
E :0:.... B' -----~B ------,.~B" ...... 0 
2 ' 
·of two sequences E1 , E2 in e anq. for each n ~ 0 the diagram 
is commutative. 
Proof: The fol],owing notation will qe used throughou.t th:i;s proof. 
0 0 ,0 
i ! Ci) o .... A, ·---..;;r .... ·----,>A ___ ... g...,., ---, • ) A" ... o 
E•l El 
0 .... XI ___ .F ___ ,,, X ____ .G_· __ .,,. E"l 
. X" ... 0 
an 
x•. 
where X' = {X~ -----.,..>X~+l I n,: O}; si,milarly for X a;nd X" 
and.~ :X'.' .... X' for n > O. 
n n n+l · -
0 0 0 
(ii) 0 -i, h i k i 
------B ------ B" - ·O 
~·1 
0 ..,. Y' 
H ~1 K 
-------Y ------+ Y'' - 0 
on 
where Y' = (Y' Y' > Y' I n _> O}, similarly for Y and Y11 and 
n n+l 
$ :Y" - Y' for n > O. 
· n n n+l 
W' 
(iii) kl Let W:i_ 1 ,),T,(Y1) denote the kernel of oy, and 
Z' 1 
k Z' 
l > T exp the kernel of 0~,. 
Consider the diagram: 
T (A") T(E") . T(X0) 
~ (IV) :,/ T (Tl") 
Y" A 
Diagram 1.6 
where I 1 II and IV are known to be commutative. 
1 · z, 1 Z' 
Now oy,T(cp1)k1· = 0 T(cp2)oX):{l = O. Therefore, there exists a 
A W' A Z' 








·A: .. > T (X") -. • • • -. T (X") 
. 1 ;n 
-..T(Y' .)---+T(Y' ) 




each square is commutative, therefore, if t;here exist; merphisms An' for 
all n;:: O, 
A :T(X") -. T(Y') 
.n n · n 
such that ( . ) . I\ \ ( ) YB" T cp" ····- cp YA" = (\OT E11 · 
and for n ;:: 0 
·then the theereim will be proved because the·homology morphisms·induced 
by homotepic chain maps are equal. It can be verified that these are 
chain mapi:,. 
1st Step. Definition of A0 and A1 • 




0 ,l' fl <0x1 o:.-. 13ogo) 
0 Y' hl (c\, TTQ - soko) 
1::>0.X" f Q 
0 X1 0 + 1"'0 1 
.X" 0 
+ 1 1 °x11gO and 
Y" 0 
+ il '\nko· 
(3) Y' . X" 0 Y' . 00.X" Y' TTl cpl1 1 °x11 = TTl cpl X1 0 + TTl cpl f1 130 1 
· Y' 0 . X" Y' 
= 
'"1 °ycpo1.o + TTl hlcplf30' 
Y' 0 .X" 
+ (f)?o' = TTJ. oycp0i 0 
(4) Y1 00 .X" O Y' . X" Y'. Y" = O and TTl Ycpo1 0 = cay,TTo - soko)cpo1 0 beca,use TTl 11 
Substituting (4) into (3) one ootains 
and 
":(' .. ,X" Now let µ, = -TT cp 1 and A1· . = T( 1.1. 1 ), 1 1 1 1 · ~ 
- T<cppi:rca0 ). 
Moreover, k~\0T(E11 ) = T(i;0 )T(q,0)T(E") -- T(cppT(!30 )T(E 11 ) 
W1 A W' · 
= k1 o/YA" - k1 yB1,T(cp11 ) from Diagram 1.6. 
Now for each k,;: 1 define µk 
2nd Step: Induction Hypothesis. Assume · that for each k < n the 
following cond:i,.tion is satis;fied 
T(sk)T(cpk) - T(cpk+l)T(/3k) o~,Ak + Ak+l6~11· 
3rd Step: Show that 
T(sn)T(cp~) - T(cp~+l)T(/3n) = 6~,An + \i.+l6~11 • 
. If Sn cp~ - cp~+l/3n :; o~, µ,n + µ,n+lo~ 11 then the proof w;i.lL,be complete. 
Recall that 
(a) ':!>n n X' ·( ... l)n+l1:1 ) .X'' :::.n o ~ r co .rr" + ~ g + ~ o g. X n+l X' n nn n+l X" n' 
(b) · 0n . . '.:l>n · Y:' (-l)n+lir k ) Y" 0n Y .. ~ ~. 1.(oy,n + ~ + i 1 y,,k. 
.. .n+ n n n n+ . n 
Now, 
(1) 0n ( 1 ):n+lnY' · . . x11 '.:l>n . · µ,n+J, X" = - n+l cpn+l 1n+l vX"' · 
(2) from (a) 
= dn.X" (-.. l·)n+2f· 1:1 
X1 n + n+l~n' 
= nY' onrl'l iX" ·· + (-1)n+2rn' . /3 · 
n+l YTn n · · "'n+J. n'. 
and from (b) 
(4) 
n Y' .. X" n+l " ~ oy,n mi· + <~1) s m ~ 
n "'n n nTn 
Substituting (4) into (3) one obtains 
Therefore, 
Y' X" n ':l.n Y' .X'' TI rn i d - o TI rn 1 = 
n+lTn+l n+l X" ·y, n Tn n 
and 
s cp" - cp' 13 
n n n+l n 
(-l)n+l[i; rnit - ep' r; J 
nTn ·n+l n · 
Theorem i.5~ If~ has a projective generator P, then for eac~ sequence 
E:O -+ A ~B ..J4·c ... 0 in e the sequence 
0 .... T(A) T,(:t') ~ T(B) 
llo-t ••• 
is e:X:act. 
Proof: By 5-2 of [6] i8 is projectively perfect. Moreover, ];' E CP1 
where e1 ~<'.P1 • Therefore the functor·i8(P,--) = Ho~(P,-):i8 .... q 
where q. is the category of abelian gro1;1.ps, has t)1e propert:i,.es: 
(i) preserves and reflects exactness because P EOf. e,md e1 is 
' . 
(ii) is faithful; from the definition of projective generator; 
(iii.) preserves mc;,nics, kernels and prod'Ll,cts·because is the 
adjoint of a functor (Proposition !5: •. 1,·in [6_-19]);. 
(iv) preserves biproducts because is additive; ProposHion 6.4 
in. [17]; 
(v) reflects epics and: mCDnics and exact. sequences (Pr0positicm 1.1 
and 1. 2 in [ 6] ) • 
Now apply ~(P,-) to Diagram 1.5. Recall, for n > 0 
bn-1 Pn n T(X 1 ) , ). Z ~ H (A) ... -o is exact bec~use p is the cokernel of n- n · n 
k 5n 
b 1 • Similarly for Z and Y. Also, recall, 0 .... Z · ~T(X ) ~ n- n n 
.... T(X 1 ) is exact. n+ 
(1) ker If(g)* c im If(f)*. 
Let x E ker Hn(g)*; then there exists y E Hom(P,Zn) such that 
there exists z E Hom(P,X(Zn-l)) such th~t (En_1).(z) = (gn-l)!l'(y). 
T(gn-l)* is surjective hence t~ere exists w E Hom(P,T(Yn-l)) such that 
T(gn_1 ).(w) :;: z. Let a= (kn)*(y) - ~-l.(w) E Hom(P,T(Yn)). 
Then T(g )*(a)= [T(g )*(k )*](y) - [T(g )~~y-1J(w) 
n n n n 
Therefore, by exactness, there exists b E Hom(P,T(X )) such that 
. n 
l\n . 
Hence oX(b) = O andthere ex:)..sts 
c E Hom(P,Z) such that (k )*(c) =.b. T(f )*(k )*Cc)= T(f )*(b):;: a 
n n ;n n n 
is injective. Therefore, by commutativity, W(f) * (pn) * (c) ~ 










. ·l.};;; TJF •. ,),. .1 ( T<3.-L),. 1 flcw1(P,T{J(,1,7- ·- · - - - - -----· - -:··' -··· ·· ·--- ln•m P,T{y,,.)f . - - - '*:.n\P,T(z,,_1 )) 
~ ru,x ) I \. . T( i.. z Y . . 
. I\ s"-1 
X 
--"·l it" . . rt-l * -- ' 
•. ,)* r~ ... ,,.1 ) . u; •. ,). __ -- - -- c tyl · 
~ / . - . ( - ) . ... . --
Hr,m( P, 7:,,) f,,_, • '.flnn(P.Z,,) I 1-1Crn(P,2,,} _.. ---- (Y,, 01 ),. >l~(P,z.,) 
\,, 1. I · \:,-- ---- .,\ \•I• <;.J/ \ J / / '(l, - /- "~i .· . 
u,.. /P, ""'"I "0" 1' _""."'/P,~'f ttlr_ ' j S: "".'.' ( P. a"(Blf - -"""1' _".'.."''P. :,., c> l 
. \ -- --- -- I q) .!1 -- - --- \ -- -- I c "' \ 
I l) - / . - - / .IIJ~ I j ,a _., ... / 0 -- - ;a,,,>. 0 - / . 0 ' 
'\\\~" -· ~ . .,.. 
.- _.. -1J ,:, _- . !./ 
S"·· z 
_.. ·.-( r ) _.. . _-






T(n:X) / 1 / T( '&) --
. -n --~,_.- ,,,..... ~ - -_,_/ L~ 1t- . \·), . /t'•:. - - _ ;·,-1 .. · -
( . ""')' ( F,, !1c / - i 1tnriP,Z,,,1 _- /t&;n(P,Zn~,) ! \ " -- ··y \ I \ b, / . ·- ; \·(I'~ .. ),. * / ( 1;,.,1. : . \ / / . . . . ...-1--
\ ,.,..- . . ---
Ht111(P.Hr1•'1A1} Htm(P, H" "( B)) {(.,)~ \ . --- ;_ -- ;_ ! 
o--- (' .· 





. 1.L ("· ,,,.- Tl f,,,;),. . i..1., (P. .. ·)) T(J,,,, ).,_ u_ ·( P·T · )) . 
'Wl11 ~, Tlx •• ~\; _ - - - '--· - - - ~ ·- - - - ·-· - - - - ,w1n ,T(Y.,~, .... - - - ·_ ··- - - - _,,rrt7'1 , Cr,,~, 
T(Tf,,~, J.. T ( L.,~., )_. 
w 
. l'O 
n Let x E ker !:,.*. (p ) is surjective, hence there ·exists· 
n * 
. . 
·· · n. Z - . · · · 
= T(Sn)*(y) •. Let a= T(f )*(z) + (-1) T(i )*(~ )*(y) E Hom(P,T(Y )) • 
. n n n n 
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= T(fn+i)*[(kn+l)* T(l3n)~(y) - T(Sri.)*(icn)*(y)]. c O because of 
c0mmutativHy. Hence, there -exists b E Hom(P,Zn) such that (kn)*(b)= a. 
= <-1)nr<g)*<P. )*(b) = <-1)n(p )*Cg 1 )(b) = < 1lnc=) < ) = x. n n n- - Pn * Y 
(3) k .~_n+l(f) •. An er~ · · * c ~m Q*" 
Let x E ker If+1(r) ••. (p 1 )* is·surjective-so the;r-e exists n+ . 
y E Hom(P,Z , ) such that (p - 1 )*(y) = x. (p 1 )*(f )*(y) = n+..., . n+ n+ n · 
. .n+l - . - -
= .ti (f)*(x) = 0 and (f )*(y) :i,s in the ker (p .1 )* = im (b )*. n . ~ n Hence 
= T(g l)*(k 1 )~(! )*(y) = T(g l)*T(f 1)*(k 1 ).(y) = O, so there n+ n+ n n+ nit- n+ 
J4 
-
exists w E Hom(P,Z) such that.Ck )*(w) = T(g )*(z). By commutativity 
n .n n 
= a. If 
so' 
n - n then by commutativity and because (:p 1 )*(b )* = O; t::.*(p )*((-1) w) n+ n . n 
Since T(f 1 )* and (k 1 )* are monies, a+ (~l)nT(S )* = O. n+ n+ . n 
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T( Ea )it·. 
a= T(f0 )*(y) + T(i~)*T(E3\(x) E Hom(P,T(Y0 )) •. The:n. ~(a) = 
= ~~T(f0 )*(y) + ~~T(i~)*T(E3)*(x) = 'l'(fl)*~(y) - T(f1 )*T(l30 )*T(E3)*(x) 
= T(f1 )*[~~(y) - (k1 )*y*(x)J i::; T(f1 )*[(k1 )*(b0 )*(y) "'.' (k1 )*y*(x)] 
= T(f1 )*[(k1 )*y*(x) - (~1 )*y*(x)] = O. ThereforE1, there exists 
b E Hom(P,T(B)) .such that T(E2 )*(b) = .a. By commutativity; 
T(E3)*T(g)*(b) = T(g0 )*T(E2 )*(b) = T(g0 )*(a) = T(E3)*(x) and 
T(g)*(b) = x. 
Let x E ker H1 (f)*. There exists y E Hom(P,Z1 ) such that 
(p1 )*(y) = x. By commutativity (p1 )*(f0 )*(y) = 0 ·and from exactness 
there exists z E Hom(P,T(Y0 )) such that (bO)*(z) = (10 )*(y). Now 
:J7 
- T(f1 )*T(S0 )*T(E3)*(w) = -(k1 )*(f0 )*(y) + T(f1 )*[~T(it;)*(z) ... 
- T(S0 )*T(g0 )*(z)] = -0\)*(bO)*(z) + TC£1 )*[t~T(~)*(z) -
~o ~o because of the definition of oy(z) and because 6ZT(g0)*(z) = O. 
The.e:x:amples cited in Chapters II and III have projective genera-
tors. In fact, the· usual examples that one is interested in do. have. 
pr0jective generators. But this is not true for all abelian catf;)gories 
as the following example shows. 
Example: 
Definiticm [2-70] : An abelian group A is ca],led a torsion .6r0up 
if for each a EA there e:x;ists a :n.atu,ral numbe;r- n f. Osuch that 
a 
n a= O • 
. a 
Let 4 be the abelian category of all abelian _groups. Define .a 
full ~ubcategory u of ~ by letting the objects of J be the t0rsion 
gr0ups and Hom J (A,B) = Hom°J (A,B) for any A,l3 in J. It will first be 
shown that J is an abelian category, second that the only projective 
objects of r.:r are the null objects and finally that a null object 
cannot be a generato;r-. 
That c::J is a pointed category and Hom(A,B) is an abelian grou;p 
with the distributive laws satisfied are readily seen as inherited from 
q. Also inher:ited from ~ is the fact that any morphism c~ be 
fact0red as the composition bf an epic with a manic. So only three 
properties need to be shown: 
(1) ·:-:J" has fin:i te . bi products, 
(2) every morphism has a kerne;l. and cokernel, 
(3) given a sequence E:A' i. · > A · .j > A" .with i a monic and j 
an epic, then i is a kernel o.f j if and only if j is a 
cokernel of i. 
· (1) c.7'.n.as finite bi.product5p 
For any oQjects A, B of .cJ' consider the abelian.group A+ .B 
= ((a,b) I a EA, b EB}. Then for any elel!l:ent (a,b) EA+ B consider 
' ' 
tli.e integer nanb f. O, na~ (a, b) = na, (nba, nbb) =· ~a (nba;,o} :,;,;. _(nanea~O) 
= (nbnaa,O) = (0,0). The usual pro;Perties on injections and projections 
hold. 
(2) Everi morphism has a kernel and cokernel; 
. I . 
Given any morphi!;im A ~B\ consider the abelian groµp ker f c A. 
This is a torsion group and k:ker (f) .... A <iefined by k(a):;: a, for any 
a E ker f, is the kernel morphism off. 
. . · . ; .. . . 1T B . Sim;:i.larly co;nside;r- :S ~ /im. f 
where 1T(b):::, b + im f for anyb EB.· B/im f.is an abelian.group.and for 
b E. B /irn f; n.;. (.b) = ~· ~ O; herice B/im f is ~ torsion .group and 1T is a 
.,, b '· 
cokernel.of f. 
(3) Let E:A' ~A~ A" be a sequence in· J. with a manic i and an 
--
epic j. Then i is a kernel of j if and only if j is a ookernel of i. 
(i) If A -l->A' is a monio in t1 then i is an injective function 
(hence is a monic in ·~ ) • 
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Proof of i): Assume there exist x1 ,x2 EA such that i(x1 )::; i(x2) 
but x1 f x2 • A is a torsion group hence there exists n1 -I, O, n2 ,J 0 
Consider Z 
nl 
This is in J. Define 
Then f1 f f 2 but if1 = if2• Thi~ is a contradiction to the definition: 
of manic. 
(ii): If A ~A' is an epic in J then j is a surjeqtio:n (hence j is 
an epic in ~). 
Proof of ii): :Cf j is not a surjection then im j f A', hence 
A _i_>A' ; ~A 1/im j where TTj = Oj = 0 but TT f O, contradiction. 
Proof of 3); 
I) Assume i i 9 a kernel of j. 
Let f;A -+ B such that fi = O. 
Define h:A"-+ B by h(a) = f(b) 
where j(a) = b. Let b1 , b2 EA 
such that j(b1 ) = j(b2 ). Then, 
if f(b1 ) = f(b2 ), h will be well-
defined~ bl - b2 E ker j and there exists n0 f Osuch that 
n0 (b1 - b2) ::; 0. Consider Z. in J and define g:z -+ A by no . ;no . 
g(l) = b1 - 1:12 ,, Then jg= 0 and there exists a unique:k:Zn ... A' 
. 0 
such that ik = g. Therefore ik(l) = g(l) = b1 - b2• Hence 
4o 
f(b1 - b2) = 0. It can be verified .that Ji is a group homomorphism and' 
is unique with the property that hj = f. 
--
II) Assume j is a cokernel of i. Then j is equivalent to the morphism 
c:A ... A/im i a.n,d without loss of generality, assume j:;: o. 
B 
/ 
Let f:B ... A be such that· jf = O. 
/ 
g/ / f ilhen im f c ker j :;: irn i, Now 
It . 'II • A 
A' 1 > A _ ..... J_-t> /im i. define g:B ... A' by g(b) :;: a where 
i(a) = f(b) •. Since i is a manic, 
it OM be rE;Jadily verified. that g 
is a function, a group l+omomorphism anliis unique with t:b+e property 
ig = f. The proof of 3) is therefore completed. 
It is shown in [6-23] that the only projective objects of J are 
the ·null objects 1;md a null object cannot be a. generator of J because 
consider z2 E d1, f 1 :z2 ... z2 , def:i.ned by fl (1) - 1 and ~:-~? ... z2 , 
defined by f 2C1) = 0. Then f1 f. f 2 but TN(f1 ),... TN(f2) where TN is the 
· functor Hom(N,-). Bence TN is not faithfu,l. This qompletes the 
·. example. 
l;n the case where.~ does not have a pr,oject;Lve generator, the 
First Embedding Theorem [8], can be used, which says; given any small 
abelian category !IR there exists an e:,c:act covariant additive embedding 
T :!Dl .,.. ~ where ~ is the category of abeliiw groups. Th~refore, T has 
the following properties: 
1) T is bot:b. right - and left-exact [f$;,.q5J, 
2) ·T preserves biproducts because is additive, 
3) reflects exactness by Proposition 1. 2 in [6], 
4) for each pair of objects A, B in !In there -exists a 
group monomorphism cpAB: Horz,a (A,B) ... Homq (T(A.), T(B)). 
Consider the-full sUibcategory 180 of 18 defined in the following 
manner: 
i) objects: all objects appearing in Diagram 1.5, 
ii) . morph:i,sms, for any A, B in 180 , Horz,a (A,B) a Hoff!te(A,B). 
0 
-- ·1 
Since 180 has only a countable number of objects, 180 is a small 
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subcategory of 18 and full. Then, by Le!l'IIIla 2~7 of [17-101], there exists 
a small, full, abelian subcategory 181 of 18 such that 180 is a subcategory 
of 181 • Now by the_ aforernenti,;med embedding t):l.eorem there exists an 
exact covariant additive embedding T :f81 ... Ci . By a direct diagram 
chasing argument, similBir to the one used on the:proof of Theorem 1.5, 
the long sequence of homologies is exa.c.t. This complete.s existence. 
Uniquene$s of tne Cohoinology: Theory (Uehara ~ .[20]). 
Definition 1.6: Let He, Ke be two cohomology theories relative to e 
over a functor T:~ ... 18. They are said to be-equivalent if and only if 
there exists a sequence of natural equivalences cpn:If,... Kn, for n. 1: 0 
·such that: 
1) for e~ch sequence E:O .... A' "'-' A .... -An-+ 0 in e and fQr each 
n > 0 the diagram 
An 
If1 (A") ...-------E ___ ---~ If +l (A I) 
cl(A»-) j -n J,,n+1 (A') 




Theorem 1.6: Let H,K be cohomology theories relative toe over the 
functors S,T:ij .... !8, respectively, and let 'v:S .... T be a natural trans-
formation, then there exists a sequence of natural transformations 
wn:~-+ Kn such that: 
1) For each sequence E:O ... A' .... A .... A" .... 0 in e and for each 
n;: O the following diagram is commutative: 
An 
~(A") -----E-.,........,..._~Hn+l(A') lcpn+l(A') 




is a commutative diagram of functors and 
natural transformations. 
Proof: For eac~ A in 91 define wO(A) :HO(A) .... KO(A) by cpO(A) = 
= ~(A)'v(A)T]-1 (A). TJ;ien cpo is a natural transformation and2) is 
satisfied because Tl and ~. are natural equivalences. 
i i i Now, assume that cp :H .... K have been constructed for all i < n 
so as to satiE:ifY the commutativity conditions.of the theorem. 
By Axiom IV, for each A in m, there exists a morphism i:A .... I where 
i E '.lJl and I E J such that If (i) = 0 fo:t;' n > O. (In fact by the pr0of of 
Theorem 1. 2 for any 0/ : A .... I ' where 0/ E !.U! and I' E .J one has If fo,) = 0 
for n > O.) By Remarks 1.1, 1.2, J!]:O .... A ~I _j_>Q. .... O is in e where 
j is the cokernel of i. Then by Axiom II and the induction hypoth~sis 
there exists i9. commutative diagram w:i,.th exact rows 
An-.1 
If(i) = 0 and rf-1 (Q) E ~ If(A) If(i) l Hn(I). = 0 is exact, 
n-1 hence AE is an e:I?ic. Consider 
n-1 A 
E > r(A) 
where k ii;, a kernel of An-land J, is an epic. 
E 
n-1 Since AE is an epic; 
n-1 AE is a cokernel of k. 'T'!l.-1 n-1 . ~.n-1 Moreover, AE cp (Q) l:i · (j) = 
Hence there exists a unique morphism 
shown that this definition is independent of E. 
'I · 'I 
Let E' :0 .... A 2->I' ~Q' .... 0 be another choice and obtain 
cp'n(A) •. Since~ has biproducts there exists a unique morphism 
0/:A .... I+ I' such that pO! = i and p'O! == i' where p, p' are the 
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projections. Denote the i:p,je.ctions by k,k'. Then If(Cl') = 
= If((kp + k'p')a) = If(ki + k'i') ~ o. OI Moreover, o ... A ~ I + I' E e 
beca~se given any J E J and any f :A ... J there exists,g .E Hoin(I, J) such 
that gi = f. Consider gp E Hom ( I + ! 1, J) • Then gpo1 = :gi = f and 
O ... A~I + l;' Ee. Hence the sequence E";O ... A~I + r'-1....Qn ... o 
is in e where$ is the cokernel of a. Then E" defines cp"n(A) in:a 
similar,manner as cpn(A) and cp'n(A) are defined by E. and E', respectivel~ 
Now, consider the following commutative diagram: 
E" : Q-t A ~ I+I' ------~> Q" ... 0 
Since jpol = ji = O, .there exists a. ~ique morphism q:Q" ... Q such that 
q/j = jp. Therefore, the diagram 
cpn-l(Q") cpn-l(Q) 
is known to have every square commutative except the inside one. Since 
n-1. n n 6E" 1.s an epic the inside square·commut~s and cp" (A)= cp (A). 
· $imilarly, cp'n(A) = cp"n(A). Therefore cpn(A) is well-defined. 
To ·complete the proof it must be shown that cpn satisfies the 
commutativity condition and that cp is a natural tr<\'l.l;lsformation. 
n 
Let E:O ... A' -i..,.A ~A" ... 0 be in e. For A, there exists 
k:A ... I with k E ~ and IE J such that Hn(k) ~ 0 for n > O. Now, 
. ki 
consider O ... A' ~ I and show that ki E IJJI. This will be true if 
O - A' ki ~I b~longs toe. Let J E J and consider 





Since-k,i E ~; i* and k* are surjective hence (ki)* = i*k* is su,rjective 
ki ki n . 
and O - A' ~I E e. Then E' :0 - A' ---:>I _:.i-)Q.:.... 0 is in e where 




Now, consider ·the·commutative diagram: 





ki g t E' :0 _. A' >I )Q _. 0 
Then there · exists a unique J,: A" ... Q such that tj = qk because · q, is t.he 
cokernel of ki. Hence, one has the diagram 
c/CA I) 
where all squares, e:x;cept the · outs.ide i;me, 1;1.I'e known to · be ·commutative. 
Since Kn(lA') is a moni.c, the outside square commutes and the desired 
commutativity holds for ~n. 
The·remaining.task ts·the verification of the.naturality of cpn. 
i J...; Let f:A ... B be any morphism in al. Let E:O ... A ~I . :>Q ... 0 and 
i' i' . · · n n E' :0 ... B ~ I' """"'->Q' ... O be sequences in e def~ning cp (A) an<i cp (B) 
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respectively. Then by the definition of bipreduct there exists a 
unique morphism et:A ... I + .I' such that ~ .::;, i anQ. p'G' = i'f where p,p' 
a:i:-e the projections of the bipreduct. . et To show O ... A ~l + I' is in e, 
let J E J and.g:A ... J. Then .there·exists h:I ... J such that hi =.g. 
Consider hp: I + I' .... J, then hp.:r = .hi = g and O ... A J!.+ I + I' is in e. 
Then E'' :0 ... A ~ I + I' ~ Q" .... 0 is in e where f3 is the · cokernel ef 
GI• 
. n Hence E" defines cp (A). 
The·d.iagram 
E": 0 ... A ~ l + I' 
£1 .. f 
. i I E' :Q .... B > I 




.,·· ¥ ~ ~ Q' ... 0 
is commutative~ therefore, since Sis a cokernel of GI, there·exists a 
unique morphism q:Q11 ... Q' such that qS = j'p'. Consider the diagram: 
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There is-cemmutativity in 
(1) because cpn satisfies the cemmutativity conditi0n ef the 
theorem, 
(3) similar to (1) 
. (2) and (4) by Ax;iom I. 
mh n~l · . ~ e outside-square commutes because cp is.assumed to be.a natural 
tran~formation. Sine~ A~~l is an epic, the ·inside square commutes and 
cpn is a natural transformation. 
Theerem 1.7: Two cohomology thec::,ries over the·same e.-left exact 
functor T:m ... ~ are equivalent. 
Proof: Let Hand K be two cohomolqgy theeries over T, and let lT:T ... T 
be the identity transformation. Then, froin the previous theorem,'· there 
exist map('; cp:H ... K and ,i, :K ... H such that ,j,cp:H ... H and cp,j, :K - K are 
identity maps. Using induction, one can prc:;,ye that qP, ,i,n are natural 
equivalences for each n > O, so that the proof is completed. 
The techniques of this section are simil!;U' to those used by Uehara 
[20] for the absolute case. 
Examples of Classical Cohomology Theory 
If mis the abelian category 0f R-medules where Risa cemmutative 
ring with id.entity and~ is the abelian category of. abelian groups, .then 
it is well kn0WI). that the class e of all e:)l:act sequences.is an injective 
class in m. The functor T = HotrJu(A,-) :ij ... ~, for an R-module A, is 
a covariant additive functor. Moreover Tis e-1~.ft exact, MacLane [15]~ 
; 
Therefore, there-exists a unique cohomology the0ry He relative toe 
n • .n over T. 0ne defines Ext (A,B) to tie .t1 (B) for B E ij. 
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A second example is from the theory of sheaves, Swan [19]. Let V 
be the abelian category of sheaves over a fixed space X and commutative 
ring R with identity. The morphisms are·sheaf homomorphisms 
f:(S,TI,X) ~ (S' ,TI' ,X), Uehara [20] and Swan [19]. Let m be the abelian 
category of R-modules and T:V - m be the functor which associates with 
a sheaf~= (S,TI,X) the R-module Ho~(/\,~) where J\ = (XxR,TI,X). Then 
Tis a covariant additive functor. 
Consider the class e of all coexact sequences. Then e is an 
injective class, the proof of this involves establishing a pair of 
adjoint functors between V and the category of protosheaves. This has 
been done by Professor H. Uehara in [20; 5.12-5.18]. Moreover, .Tis 
an e-left exact functor. Therefore, by the general theory developed 
above, there exists a unique cohomology theory He relative toe over T. 
CHAPTER II 
THE DERIVED FUNCTOR . EXT FGR .MODULES OVER AN.· ALGEBRA 
Let (A, .µ,, T1) be a graded R-algebra over a commutative ring R with 
unity where t,J,:/\®A-+A is the ·multiplication and T1:R .... A is the unit. A'iJJI. 
denotes the category of graded left A-modules; [16] and [15]; where the 
morphisms are the A-module homomorphisms of degree zero and 'iJJI. denotes 
the category of graded R-modules with R-homomorphlsms of degree zero. 
A'iJJI. and 'iJJI. are abelian categories. 'iJJI.A denotes the category of graded 
right A-modules. 
Properties of the Category AIJJ! (~A) 
Let T:11.'iJJI. .... 'iJJI. be the forgetful functor and let S:!JJI ..... 11.!JJI be defined 
by S(A) =.A® A for any object A in !In where the A-module structure of 
A® A is given by A®A~ = .µ, ® 1. Then it can be shown that 
S--tT: (A!JJI' 'iJJI.). It follows from [6], that T preserves monies, products 
and kernels. Moreover, since Tis a faithful kernel preserving 
functor, T reflects epics and exact sequences. It can also be shown 
that a morphism is an epic in A'iJJI. if and only ii it is a surjective 
function. T, therefore, preserves epics. 
Similarly, a morphism in AJJJI. is a manic in A'iJJI.. if and only if it is 
an injective functi~n. Therefore, by the corollaries to the Kan 
Adjoint Theorem; [6-15,16]; A'iJJI.. is projectively perfect. 
The following notation will be used, for any objects A~ A' in 'iJJI.. 
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Ho~(A,A') denotes the set of all R-homomorphisms of degreed_::: O·fr~m 
A to A' and HomR(A,A') = (Hom!(A,A') I d _::: O}. Then HomR(A,A') is a 
graded R-module. 
Proposition 2.1: Given,any A in !IJ! there exists an R-homomorphism of 
degree zero, 
such that (HomR(A,A), q:,) is a left A-module. 
Proof: For any f E HomR(A,A) and A, A' EA define ~(A.® f)(A') -· 
= (-l)IAI lfl+IAI IA' lf(i\A' ). Then it needs to be shown that~(>,.® f) = 
Af E HomR(A,A), IAfj = IAI + lfl and (HomR(A,A),.~) is a left A-module. 
The verification that Af is an R-homomorphism of degree IAI + lrl 
is straightforward, so omitted here. 
Let A1 , A2 EA, then (A1A2)f = Al (A2f); because given any A EA, 
[(AlA2)f](A) = (-l)Ef(AA1A2), E = IA111f1 + IA2llfl + ll1I IAI + /l2/ /l/, 
and [A1 (A2f)](A) = (-1/l(A2f)(AA1),. p1 = IA1 //A) + /A1 //r/ + /A1 //A/, 
= (-l)~·f(AA1A2), p2 = p1 + IA21 /rl + IA21 /Al + IA) IA1 1. Similarly, 
one can show Tl(l)f = f and the proof ,is completed. 
For the follovving·theorem one needs to refer to paragraph 4 of [6] 
' 
and verify the dual statements for cate8iories with cokernels. 
Theorem 2.1: Ar;m is injectively perfect. 
Proof: The following characterization of inj~ctively perfect will be 
· verified for the category AIJJ!: 
A category ij with cokernels is irijectively perfect 
if and only if given any object A in~ there exists a 
manic i:A ... I, where I is an injective object. 
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Let Q be an injective module in !ID. Then-HomR(A,Q) is an injective 
object in /\IJJI. because given any manic i:M ... M' and any A~morphism 
ot:M ... HomR(A,Q) it can be shown there exists a A-morphism 
13:M' ... HomR(A,Q) such that l3i = ot. 
Q 
In IJJI., consider a' :M ... Q defined by ot 1 (a) = cv(a) (e) for any a E M, 
where e = ~(l) EA. Then Cl' 1 is an R-homomorphism and la•I = O •. IJJI. is 
injectively perfect hence there exists 13' ;M' ... Q such that 13 'i = ot'. 
Define 13:M' ... HomR(A,Q) setting 13(m)(11.) = (-l)l11.l/ml13, (11.m) for any 
m E M' and 11. E /\. 
1. 13(m) E Homiml (A,Q) for any m EM'. If m EM', then for any 11. EA, 
s n 
Am EM' and since 113 1 1 = 0, 13 1 (11.m) E Q • Therefore, li3Cm)I = 1ml 
S~ ' Mn 
and lal = o. 
Furthermore, for any 11., 11. 1 EI\, l3(m)(11. + .11. 1 ) = s . 
= (-1)l11.+11.'lml13,((11. + 11.')m). = (-1)l11.l/ml13,o .. m) + (-1)l11.'llml13,c,,.,m) 
= 13(m)(11.) + 13' (m)(11. 1 ). Similarly, 13(m)(r11.) = r13(m)(11.) for 11. EA, 
r ER. 
2. 13 is a A-module homomorphism, because given any m EM' and 
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A, A1 EA, S(Am)(A') = (-l)IA'I IAmlS'(A'Am) = (-l)IA'I IAl+IA' I lml~(A'Am) 
and (AS(m))(A') = (-1)l11.ll'~EmJl+IAll11.•lscmHA 1 A) = 
(-l)IAI lml+IAI IA'lscm)(l'A) = (-l)IAI lml+IAIIA 1 l+IA 1 AI lmlS'(A'Am) 
= ( _ 1) I A 11 A ' I + I A ' 11 m I S , ( A , Am) • 
3. Si= a •. For any m EM' and 11. EA, S(i(m))(A) = 
= (-:ol11.lliCm)ls,(H(m)) = ( ... 1)l11.llmls1(i(11.m)) = (-l)IAllmla'.(11.m) 
= (-1)111.I lmla(11.m)(e) = (-l)IAI lml[Aa(m)](e) 
= (-1)l11.lla(m)l+l11.llel[Aa(m)](e) =a'(m)O.). Hence Si c:a and Hom°:f/A,Q) 
is an injective object. 
Now, given any Min Ar,m consider Min 'im. Then, there exists an 
injective object Qin !JJl and a manic i' :M ~ Q. From the above 
HomR(A,Q) is an injective object in Ar,m. Define i:M ... HomR(A,Q) by 
i(m)(A) = c~1)IAI lmli'(Am) form EM and 11. EA. Then i(m) E HomR(A,Q) 
and I i(m) I = · 1 ml. "Moreover, i is a zero-degree A-homomorphism. If it 
can be shown that i is an injective set function, then the proof will 
be completed. 
Let i(m) = iCm') for m,m' E M. Then i(m) (e) = i(m') (e) and 
i' (m) = i' (m' ) • · Hence m = m' • 
Construction of Adjoint Functors T--t S' (!Dl, Ar,m) 
The procedure of the above paragraph implies there exists a 
functor S' :'im ... Ar,m such that S' is an adjoint of T where T is the 
forgetful functor. 'I'he following theorem states this. (Subsequent to 
the completion of this dissertatio~ the author has noticed that 
S. Eilenberg and J.C. Moore have ~lso obtained this result, [7-397].) 
Therefore, if e is an inject;i.ve class.in !In, T-1 (e) is an injective class 
in Am, Kan Adjoint Theorem for injective classes. 
Theorem 2.2: There exists a functor S' :!Dl ... A!Dl such that T-fS' where 
T:A!Dl ... !lJl is the forgetful functor. 
Proof: Given any A in !Dl let S'(A) = HomR(A,A) with multiplication 
defined by (Xf){X') = (-l)lxl lfl+lxl ll'lf(X'X). If g:A ... Bis a 
morphism in !Dl, then define S' (g) E g* ;HomR(A,A) , ... Horn1/A,B). It can be 
verifi~d that g* is an R-homomorphism of degree zero where g*(~) = got 
for any a E HomR(A,A). Moreover, g* is a /\-homomorphism because given 
any X,X' EA and a E HomR(A,A); g*(X~)(X') = [g(A0t)](X' 1 ) = g((/1.Q')("-')) 
= (-l)lxl lcvl+ltl Ix• lg(a(X'X)) = c~1)lxl lg*(a)l+lxl Ix• I [g*(Q')](>.'l) 
To complete the proof it must be shown that there exist set 
functions (for each pair (A,M) with A in !In and Min A!Dl) 
b:Hom~(T(M),A) ... Hom~(M,S'(A)) and 
a:Hom~ (M, S' (A)) ... Hom~ (T (M), A) 
such that ab= 1 and ba = 1. 
o· For any f E HomR(T(M),A) define b(f) by, for any m EM and XE A, 
b(f)(m)(X) = (-l)lxl lmlf(Xm). · Then jb(f)(m)O..)I = lf(Xm)I ·= lxml 
= lxl + 1ml. Consequently, jb(f)I ~ O. Moreover, b(f)(m) is an 
R-homomorphism for each m EM and b(f) is an R-homomorphism. Therefore, 
it need only be shown that b(f) is a /\-homomorphism. 
For any X,X' E /1.. and m EM, b(f)(Xm)(X') = (-l)lx•jlxmlf(X'Xm) 
= (-l)lx•llxl+lt..'llmlf(X'Xm). Also, [>.b(:t')(m)](X') = 
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= (-l)IAI lb(f)(m)l+IAI IA' lb(f)(m)(A'A) = (-l)IAI lml+IAI INl+INAI Im[ f(NAm) 
= (-l)[Al[\'l+IA'l[mlf(A'Am) and b(f)(Arn) = Ab(f)(m). 
To define a, consider an arbitrary g:M ... HomR(J\,A) and set 
a(g)(m) = ,g(m)(e) for any m EM. THen la(g)(m)I = lg(m)(e)I = lg(m)I 
= 1ml. Therefore, la(g)I = 0 and one can verify that a(g) is an 
R-homomorphism. 
0 Let f E HomR(T(M),A). Then (ab)(f) = a(b(f)):T(M) ~ A is defined 
by a(b(f))(m) = b(f(m))(e) = f(em) = f(m) for any m EM. Hence ab= l. 
0 Also, if et E Hom/\ (M, S' (A)), then for any m E M and A E II.; 
[(ba)(et)(m)](A) = b(a(et))(m)(A) = (-l)IAllmlet(Am)(e) 
= (-l)IAI 1ml [Aet(m)](e) = (-l)lAI 10/(m)f+IAI lelAQ/(m)(e) = O!(m)(A). 
So, for any m EM, (ba)(et)(m) = et(m) and (ba)(et) = ct. 
Definition of Ext/\. el and Ext/\. e,O 
' ' 
Given left A-modules M,M'; Hom/\ (M,M') = [Hom~(M,M') I d _.:: 0} is 
an R-module and the functor HomJ\(M,-):J\:Dl ... !lJl is a covariant additive 
functor. 
Theorem 2.3: Given an exact sequence 
in J\'JJt and given any object Min J\'JJt' the sequence 
is exact in :Dl. 
Proof: To prove this it is sufficient to show that given any d _:: 0 
the·sequence 
d( 1) 0 .,... HomA M,M 
is exact as a sequence of (ungraded) R-modules. 
Consider f,g E Hom.f(M,M1 ) such that (i*)d(f) = (i,1Jd(g) •. This 
implies if= ig. Assume f; g. Then there exists n,?: 0 such that 
Therefore, there exists x EM such 
n 
that f (x) jg (x) and i d(f (x)) f i d(g (x)). This is a contradic-
n n n+· n n+· n 
tion, hence (i*)d is injective. 
Then for each n; f :M .,... M2 and 
n ·n n+d 
im f c ker j 2 = im i • n n+ n+d 
Define gn:Mn - M!+d by gn(m) = m' where m' is the unique element 
of M!+d such that in+d(m') = fn(m) •. Then, for each n, gn is an 
R-homomorphism of degreed and i g = f. To complete the proof it 
. n+d n n 
must be · shown that g = {gn I n > 0} 
and A EA, f(Am) = (-l)IAI lflAf(m). 
is a A-homomorphism. For any m EM 
Hence there exists a unique 
m' E M1 such that i(m') = 
phism, i((-l)IAI lflAm') = 
f(m) and since i is a zero degree homomor-
By the definition 
of g and since i is an injection, g(Am) = (-l)IAI I fl Am' = 
If e1 denotes the class of all exact (exact= coexact in !Dl) 
cm eO · · sequences in ;J.11 and denotes the class of all split exact sequences in 
cm th e1 d e0 · · t · 1 · cm H b th K Ad . . t ;J.11, en an. · are. inJ ec i ve c asses in ;J.11. ence · y e an .n · Join 
Theorem, e1 = T-1 (e1 ) and e0 = T-l(eO) are injective classes in A!Dl. 
Moreover, by properties of T, it can be shown that l 1 is the class of 
all exact sequences in ACJJI. and tJ ie;; an exact class of sequences not 
equal to l 1 •. By Theorem 2.3, given any M in, ACJJI. the. functor Hom A (M,-) 
is both l 1-left exact and '&-left exact. 
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From Chapter I there exist u.niqµe cohomology theories over 
HomA(M,-) relative to l 1 and tJ, respectively. These derive<a functors 
are denoted by Extn 1 (M,-) and Extn ..,.() (M,-), respectively, and are A,! A,e-
obtained in the following manner. Given M' in ACJJI. the:re exists an 
l 1-injective resolution of M'. Let 
l 
X:O -1 M' ...S... xl ~x2-+ an ••• -1 X ~X 
n n+l 
.... . .. 
denote this resolution. Then one obtains 
... 
for each d > 0 and Extn,d1 (M,M') = ~(Hom~(M,X)); Extn (MM')= 
- A~ J\ ~ I n,c;, A, 
[ Extn,d (M,M') I d ~ o}. 
A,l1 
Similarly, define Extn..,.o(M,-). 
A,i::,-
The Canonical ~-injective Resolution 
Proposition 2.2: . For any A,B in CJJI., Ho~(A ® A, B) is a left A-module. 
Proof: For f:A ® A.-+ B define "A.f:A ® A .,_, B, for any 11. E A, by the 
following: 
Af(A' ® a) = (-1)111.I lfl+l11.I I;...• lf(11.'11. ® a) for any 11.' EA, a EA. 
By extension Af is an R-homomorphism and 111.fl. = 111.I +. jfj. Moreover, 
for any 11.,A' EA and any f E HomR(A ® A,B), (11.11.')f = 11.("A.'f) because 
.[(AA')f]0.." ®a)= (-1)l11.11.'llfl+ln•ll11."lf(11."H' ® a) 
~ 
= (-1) 1f(}..rtU• ® a), where pl= /Al lfl + IA' I !fl + IAI IA"/ + /A' 11}.."I, 
and [}..(}..'f)](}.." ® a) = (-l)IAI IA'fl+IAI l"-i'I (}..'f)(}.."A ® a) 
P2 
= (-1) f(A"H' ® a), where p2 = IAI IA' I + l"-1 lfl + IAI l}.. 1'1 + IA' I If/ + 
+ '"''""'"' + ,~'""''· p p 
One can verify that (-1) l = (-1) 2• 
Similarly, T)(l)f = f. Therefore, HomR(A ® A,B) is a left A~module 
with respect to the above multiplication. 
ProEosit~on.2.2: For a.:ny A,B in !JJt, HomR(A, HomR(A,B)) is isomorphic to 
HomR(A ®A,B) as left A-m0dules. 
Proof: Define ljr:HomR(A,HomR(A,B)) ... HomR(A ® A,B) setting 
i!T(f) (A··® a) = f(}..) (a) for any f:.A .... HomR(A,B) and A E A, a E A. By 
extension ,jr(f) is an R-homomorphism and li!r(f)j = jfj. It can be 
shown that ljr is an R-homomorphism of degree zero. Moreover, ljr is a 
A-module homomorphism because for any f E HomR(A, HomR(A,B)), A,A' EA 
and a EA, [A,jr(f)](}..' ® a) = (-1)1"-I j,Jr(f)l+l"-I IA' lf(f)(A'A ® a) 
= (-1)1"-I lrl+IAI IA'lf(A'A)(a) and ,tr(Af)(A' ,®a)::;: [0,f)(A')](a) 
= (-1)IAllfl+l}..l_l}..•lf(A'A)(a). It is straightforward to show ,jr is 
surjective. To complete the proof, consider f,g E HomR(A, HomR(A,B)) 
such that ljr(f) = ljr(g). For any a EA, ,jr(f)(T)(l) ® a) = .ljr(g)(T)(l) ® a) 
\ 
and.f(T)(l)(a) ==.g(Tl(l)(a). Then, for any A EA, f0.) = 
= (-l)IAI lfl}..f(T)(l\) = (-1)1"-I jgj)...g(T)(l)) = g(:>,.). ljr(f) = ,jr(g) implies 
that jfj = jgj; consequently, f = g and the proof is completed. 
From [6-10-17], there exists a canonical ~-injective resolution 
/ 
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of the /\-module M constructed in the following manner, where 
(A,µ,, T], E) is a graded augmented R-algebra. 
Remark: (A, µ,, T], E) is an augmented g;raded R-algebra.so the sequence 
0 -+ Q ~ i::J A 'E'-' E JR -+ 0 is split exact as a sequence of R-modules 
p 'Tl. 
where Q = ker E. Then A~ Q + T](R). 
It has already been shown that there exists a functor$' :!JJI. ~ A!JJI. 
defined by.S'(A) = HomR(A,A) for any A in!m, such that T--IS' where 
T:A!JJI. -+!ID is the forgetful funotsr. The morphisms 
are defined by: 
b(f)(m)(A) = (-l)IAI lmlf(Am) 
a(g)(m) = ~(m)(T](l)) • 
. Let c :r.Jlf ... r.JJf be the cokernel coresolvent of e0 in !JJI., see paragraph 6 
of [6]. By a corollary to the Kan Adjoint Theorem; [6]; there exists 
a coreselvent e fer 'tJ in ArJJ/. Given any f:M ... M' ~n A!m consider 
f:M ... M' in !ID. Then c(f):M' -+ coker f and 
e(f) = b(c(f)):M' ... HomR(A, coker f); e(f)(m)(A) ~ (-l)IAI lmlc(f)(Am) 
for any m EM' and any A EA. New, construct an l°-injective resolution 
for Musing the cereselvent e of tfl. This resolutien is called the 
canonical resolution of M relative to the coresolvent e; [6-10]. 
Theorem 2.4: The-canonical resolutiqn of M relative to the coreselvent 
e is the cechain c<;>mplex 
0 1 n OI 0 0 0 
0 .... M~-~ B . ..,_ -~B ~ lB <- _J ••• ~-_!B ~-J'B ~ ... 
t-1 O to 1 tl 2 n tn n+l 
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where: 
0) ot(m)(l) = (-l)lll fmllm for·m EM, l EA; 
i) k k Bk s HomR(A ® Q ,M) for k ~ O and Q e Q ® ••• ® Q(k factGrs); 
ii) -1 t (f) = f(~(l) for f E HomR(A,M); 
iii) k t (f) (l .® q1 ® ••• ® qk) =. f(~(l) ® p(l) ® q1 ® ••• ® qk) for 
f E Bk l' l EA, q. E Q and k > O; + i . -
iv) 6k = [(µ ® lk](T ® lk)]* + 
+ itl (-l)i[(l ® ••• ® µ ® ® 1)(1 ® ••• ® T ® ••• ® 1)]* 
+ (-1/+l(McpT)*' for k > o. 





Conisder, in~' the sequence O .... M ~M. lM is a cokernel of OM. 
Therefore ot =: e (OM) = b (lM) and from the definition of b 
By the construction of b, 
ot is a A-homomorphism. This will always be true when bis used to 
define the morphism so will not be pointed out each time. 
-1 -1 Define t- :B0 .... M by t (f) = f(~(l)) for any {:A .... M. Then 
t-+(ot(m)) = ot(m)(~(l)) = ~(l)m = m and t-1ot = 1. Moreover, M 
2. 0 0 -1 Define ot :HomR (A,M) .... HomR (A,M) by 0t = 1 - -C:.¥t • It can be 
co'nsi,dered that a 0 :HomR(A,M) .... HomR(Q,M? because the.sequence 
is exact and ~*°'O = O. ~*Oto= 0 because if f E HomR(A,M) and r E R1 
0 0 0 · · 1 
then (~*et ) (f) (r) = [et (f)~] Cr) = r!t (f)(~ (r)) = (1 - Ott - )(f).(~ (r)) 
= .f(~(r)) - a(t-1 (f))(~(r)) = f(~(r)) - a(f(~(l))(~(r)) 
= f(~(r)) - 1(r)f(~(l)) =.f(~(r)) ~ f(~(~)) 0 =-P;·; 
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M O O d k O ' Th f ' f . O . . oreover, et Ci = · an - er et c 1.m Ot;· ere ore, 1. Gt 1.s an epic, 
eP is a cokernel of Ot. Let f E HGmR(Q,M). Define g:A-+ M by eett,ing 
. ' . . ' ' 
g(X) = f(p(X)) for any XE A. Then ct0 (g),(q) = .g(q) - ·01(t-1 (g))(q) 
= f(q) - G'(g(~(l)))(q) = f(q) - qf(p(~(l))) = f(q) because p~ = O • 
. . 0 
Therefore, b (et ) :HomR (A, M) .... r,IomR (A,_,Hom1/Q, M)) and 
,. 
HomR(A,HomR(Q,M)) I!!!! HomR(A ® Q,M) where; for any f:A _. M, XE A and 
q E Q; b (0t O ) ( f ) 0.) ( q) ~ ( -1 ) I X 11 f I ci (i,. f ) ( q) = 
= (-l)j;..j !fl ((Xf) - 0t(t-1 (Xf)))(q) = 
= (-l)lxl lfl[(Xf)(q) - e!((Xf)(~(l)))(q)] 
= c-i)lxllfl (Xf)(q) + C-i)lxl lfl+lql lxfl+1q(Xf)(~Cl)) 
= (-1};..I jqlf(qX) + (-l)lql lf(X)l+lqf(X). Therefore, 
e0 :HomR(J\,M) _. HomR(J\ ® Q,M) = B1 is given by l:? = (µ,T)* - (Mcp'T')*. 
0 0 o et= 0 because given any m EM, A E J\ and q E Q, o (et(m))(;.. ® q) = 
= .[0t(m)µ,T](X ® q) - [Mcp'T'(et(m) ® 1)](;.. .. ® q) 
= (-l)lxl jqjet(m)(q;..) - (-l)lql 10/(m)(;..)j~(m)(X) 
= (~l)l;..j jqj+lqXI 1ml (qX)m + (-l)lqj_jml+lql lxl+IXI lml+lq(Xm) 
= (-l)lxl lql+lql lml+lxl 1ml (qX)m + (-l)lql lml+lql lxl+lxl lml+1q(Xm) = o. 
Now, define t 0 :HomR(J\ ® Q,M) - HomR(J\,M), for any f:J\ ® Q -'M 
and A EA, t 0 (f)(X) = f(~(l). ® p(X)). t 0 is an R-homomorphism of 
-1 0 0 degree 2iero and, for any g:A ... M, /\ E A, (G't + .t o ) (g) (A) = 
= Cl'(t-1 (g))(A) + t·0 co0 (g))(A) = Cl'(g(T1(1)))(A) + 0°(g)(T1(1) ® p(A)) 
= (-1)1/\1 lg1Ag('T1(1)) + .g(p(A)) - (-1)1\I jglp(A)g('T1(1)). 
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A EA, hence A= p(A) + 'T1(r) where p(A) E Q and r ER. If 1/\1 = O, 
then (G't-1 + t 0o0 )(g)(A) = (p(A) + 'T1(r)) g('T1(1)) + g(p(A)) - p(A)g('T1(1)) 
= 'T1(r)g('T1(l)) + g(p(A)) = g('T1(r) + p(A)) = g(A). If IAI F O then 
1 0 0 · 
'T1(r) = 0 and/\= p(A). Therefore, (Gllt- + t 0 )(g)(A) =.g(A) and 
-1 0 0 Gllt +to =l-. 
BO 
3. Consider the morphism Gl/1 = 1 - o0t 0 . ln a similar manner as in the 




0 ..... HomR(Q :® Q,M) (;p ® l)\HomR(A ® Q,M) ('fl ® l)\_HomR(R ® Q,M) ..... 0 
is exact. So, if ('T1 ® 1) *ci = O, im G'l c HomR(Q ® Q,M). Let 
f:A ® Q ..... M, then, for any r ER a:q.d any q E Q, [('Tl®l)*(cl(f))](r ® q) 
= Q'1 (f)('Tl(r)®q) = [f - 0°(t8 (f))](1l(r)®q) = f(~(r)®q) - e/tt0 (r))('Tl(r)®q) 
= f('Tl(r) ® q) - [t0 (r)(q'Tl(r)) - (-l)lql lt0 (f)jqt0 (f)('T1(r))] 
= f('Tl(r) ® q) - f('Tl(l) ® rq) + (-l)jqj lt0 (f)lqf('Tl(l) ® p('Tl(r))) 
= f('Tl(r) ® q) - f('Tl(r) ® q) = O. 
One can readily verify that cis0 = 0 and ker Gl.'l c im · 0°. So, if 
a 1 is an epic, Q'l will be a cokernel of 0°. Let f:Q ® Q ..... Mand define 
g:l\ ® Q ~ M by, for any A EI\ and q E Q, g(A ® q) = f(p(A) ® q). 
0 0 Consequently, for any q,q' E Q, a'(g)(q ® q') = (1 - .o t )(g)(q ® q') 
: g ( q @ q I ) ..,. 0 Q ( t Q ( g) ) ( q •@ q I ) : f ( q @ q I ) - 0 Q ( t Q ( g) ) ( q @ q I ) 
= f(q® q') - C-1)lqliq'lto(g)(q'q) + C-1)lq'llto(g)(q)jq'to(g)(q) 
= f(q ® q') _ c-i)lql lq' lg('ll(l) ® q'q) + c-i)lctl lt°Cg)(q)jq'g('ll(l) ® q) 
= f(q ® q') - (-l)lq/ 'q' lf(p('ll(l)) ® q'q) + 
+ C-1)/q' I lt0Cg)(q)/q':f(p('l1(1)) ® q) 
= f(q ® q') because p'l1 = O. Then 
and HomR(l\, HomR (Q ® Q,M)) == HomR (I\ ® Q ® Q,M) = B2 • Now, for any 
f:l\ ® Q ~Mand any A EI\, q,q' E Q, b(a1 )(f)(A)(q ® q') = 
= C-l)IAI lrla1(H)(q·® q') = C-l)IAI lrl Cl_ 6oto)CH)(q ® q') 
= C-1)IAI lrl[cH) - ooCtoCH))]Cq ® q') 
= C.-1)1/1.1 lrl (Af)(q ® q') + (-l)'A' lrl+lql 'q' l+ltO(H)(q'q) 
+ C-l)l/1.1 lrl+lq' I lt0 (Af)(q)jq'toO,r)(q) 
= C-l)lql IA/f(qA ® q') + C-l)IAI lrl+lql lq' l+1CH)CT1Cl) ® q'q) 
+ C-l)IAllr/+lq•II t°CH)(q)jq'(H)C'l1Cl) ® q) 
= (-l)jqj IAlf(qA ® q') + (-l)'q' 'q' l+lf(A ~ q'q) 
+ (-l)jq'I jf(A®q)'q'f(A ® q) 
= [f(µ ®"l)(T ® l)](A ® q ® q') - [f(l ® µ)(l ® T)](A ® q ® q') 
Define S1 :HomR(A ® Q,M) ~ HomR(A ® Q® Q,M) by 
s1 = [(µ,,.® 1)('1"·® l)]* - [(l ® µ,)(l ®.'f)]* + (Mcp'l")* 
and define t 1 :HomR(A ·® Q .® Q,M) ~ HomR(A ® Q,M) by t 1(f) O .. · ® q) = 
= f(~(l) ® p(A) ® q). 
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To complete this step of the construction it must be verified that 
l O O O l l S 6 = O and St + t S = lB. From theoretical considerations 
l 
618° = 0 but it will be shown here by direct calculation. This will 
not be done in further steps. Let f E B0 and let A E A, q, q' E Q.. Then 
&1 (8°Cr))(A ® q ® q') =-C-1)IAI lqls0 (f)(qA,® q') + 
+ (-l)jq,j lqj+l50(f)(A.® q'q) 
+ C-1)lq'I loo(r)(A ® q)lq'&o(f)(A.® q) 
= C-i)IAI lql+lqAI lq' lr(q'qA) _ C-i)IAI lql+lq' I lrCg),)lq'f(q}..) 
+ (-l)'q' I lql+lq•ql IAl+lf(q'q}..) 
+ (-i)lq' I lql+lq'ql lr(}..)l+1q'qf(l). 
' 0 
+ (-l)'q' I I• (f)(}..,® q)l+l~IAlq'f(q~) 
+ C-i)lq 1 flo°Cr)(}.. ® q)l+lql lrC}..)lq'qf(}..) 
= 0 because 
i) IAI lql + lq• I lr(qA)I = IAI lql + lq' I lrl + lq• I lql + lq' I IAI 
and I q' 11 SO ( f) ( A ® q) I + I q 11 A I = 
= I q I 11 f I + I q I 11 A I + I q' 11 qi .+ I q" A I; 
ii) lq• I l1°cr)CA·® q)I + lql lrC~)I = 
= I q' II r I + I q' 11 A I + I g.' 11 q I + I q 11 r I + I q 11 A I and 
lq•I lql + jq•ql lr(A)I = 
= lq' llql + lqi I lrl + lq' IIAI + lqllrl + lqllAI. 
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0 0 1 1 To show 6 t + t 6 = lB , let f: I\. ® Q _, M. .. Then 
1 
co0t 0 + t 1 o1 )Cr)(A ® q) = o0 ct°Cr))(A ® q) + t 1 Co1 Cr))(A.® q) 
= (-l)lqllAlto(f)(qA) - (-l)lqllto(f)(A)lqto(f)(A) + &l(f)(T](l)®p(A)®q) 
- (-l)lql IAlf(T](l) ® p(qA)) ·- (-l)lql lto(f)(A)lqf(T](l) ® p(r.)) 
+ (-1)ITJC1)I IP(A)lf(p(r.) ® q) _ (-l)'q' lpOJlf(T](l) ® qp(A) 
+ (-l)lql lr(T](l)®p(A)lqf(T](l) ® p(A)) 
= (-l)lql IAlf(T](l) 0 p(qA)) + f(p(A) 0 q) - (-l)lql lp(A)jf(T](l)®qp(A)). 
The following two remarks complete this step of the construction~ 
i) p(qA) = p(q(p(r.) + T](r))) = p(qp(A)) + p(qT](r)) = qp(U + rq 
because p is an R-homomor~hism and p,_Q = lQ. 
ii) I\. = Q + Tl (R) means 1\. 0 = % + Tl (R) and f\.n = ~ for n > O. 
Hence A= p('t..) + T](r). If IAI = 0, then (o0 t 0 + t 1 o1 )(f)(A©q) 
= f(Tl(l) 0 qp(A)) + f(Tl(l) 0 rq) + f(p('t..) 0 q) - f(T](l)®qp('t..)) 
= f(T](r)®q) + f(p('t..) ® q) = f(A ® q). On the other hand if 
lt..l f. 0 then T](r) = 0 and (c,OtO + t 1 o1 )(f)0.·® q) = 
= (-l)lql j't..lf(T](l) 0 qp('t..)) 
+ f(p('t..) 0 q) - (-l)lqj lt..lf(Tl(l) 0 qp(A)) 
0 0 1 1 
= f('t...® q). Hence (6 t + t 6 ·) = lB and this step of the 
1 
construction is completed. 
4). Assume, for each 1 ~ k .::_ n, 
O) e(ok-l) = ck is A-module homomorphism of degree zero where 
Ok=[(µ 0 lk)(T ® lk)]* 
k . . 
+ i~l (-l)l[l 0 ... 0 µ 0 ... ® 1)(1 ® ••• 0 T ® ... ® 1)]* 
( )k+l( ) k k-1 +. -1 M~T * and o o = O; 
i) Re(ok) = ~+l = HomR(A ® Qk+l,M); 
ii) there exists an R-homomorphism of degree zero, tk:Bk+l .... Bk, 
= f(~(l) ® p(~) ® q1® ••• ® q~) such that 
i:.k-1tk-1 ki:.k 
u +tu = lB. 
k 
5) C "d th f t· n+l 1 i:.ntn h • onsi er e · unc ion ct = . - u were 
n+l ( · n+l ) 
ct :B l .... HomR A ® Q ,M • 
n+ 
. n+l ( n+l ) Then it can be shown that the im ct c HomR Q ® Q ,M because the 
. ( n+l) n+l following sequence is ecact and Tl® 1 *ct = O, 
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in Rand Q, respectively. Then [(Tl® ln+l)*ctn+l](r ® q1 ® ..• ® ~+l) = 
= ctn+l(f)(T)(r) ® ql ® ••• ® q ) 
· ·n+l 
= f(T](r) ® ql ® ® qn+l) - tn(f)(rql ® •.• ® qn+l) 
® q ) 
n+l 
n . i+l+I q. 11 q., n .· 
+ .E1 (-l) :i.+l 1 t (f) (T)(r)®q1® ••• ® q. 1q.® ••• ® a 1 ) l= l+ l "TI+ 
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n i+1+ I q. 11 q. I · _ · . . 
+ i~l (-1) J.+l J. f(T](l)®p(T]fr)®q1®·· .®qi+J,.qi®·. ·~+l) 
+ (-l)n+2+l~+1l ltn(f)(T](r)®q1® ••• ®qn)lq f(T](l)®p(T](r))®q ® ... ®q ) 
n+l 1 n 
= f(TJ(r) ® q1 ® ••• ® qn+l) - f(T](r) ® q1 ® ••• ® qn+l) = 0 because 
pT] = O. Therefore, 
n on n+l 1-ontn . n+l ) Bn = HomR(J\ ·® Q ,M) ~ HomR(J\ ·® Q . ,M) · . ;>HomR(Q ® Q . ;M 
tn 
f:Q ® Qn+l ~Mand define g:1\ ® Qn+l - M by setting 
gO. ® q1 ® ••• ® ~+l) = f (p()..) ® q1 ® ••• ® qn+l). Then 
(l - .ontn)(g)(qo ® ql ® ••• ® qn+l) = g(qo ® ••• ® ~+l) -
- on(tn(g))(o~ ® ••• ® q 1) 
-v n+ 
( ) ( ) I q 11 q I nc · ) c . . ) 
= f qo ® • • • ® ~+1 - -1 o 1 t g . q1 qo ® q2 ® • • • ® ~+1 
n · i+l+I q. lfq. j n 
+ .t1(-1) i+l it (g)(qo ® q1 ® ••• ® q. lq. ® ••• ® q 1) i= . . i+ J. n+ 
( l)n+2+jq 1 1 ltn(g)(q0® ••• ® q I tn( )( · ~ ~ ~ ) + - n+ n a g q w q "C;J ••• ,c,, a 
--n+l O l --n 
( . ) ) I q II q I +1 c c ) ) 
= f Cle) ® ••• ® qn+l + (-1 0 1 g T] 1 ® ql Cle) ® ••• ® qn+l 
. ~ ( l)i+l+lq. 11 ,q., (T](l) ® ® ~ ~ ~ ~ ) 
+ :i,.~l - J.+ . J. g ', qo ql 'C>I• • olO' qi+l qt 'C>lo • •IO' qn+l 
( l)n+2+jq 1 lltn(g)(a,,.® ••• ® q )I ('Tl(l) ~ ·® ~ ) + - n+ -v n q g . IO' q ••• ,o, a 
n+l O --n 
= f(q0 ® ••• ® ~+1 ). Hence ~l - .ontn) is an epic and (1 - ontn) is a 
n · n+l ( n) ( n n) c0kernel of o. Therefore, o = e o = b 1 - 6 t ; 
n+l n+l ·) ( ( · ·n+l )) o :HomR(l\ ® Q ,M - HomR A,HomR Q ® Q ,M ; 
( ( n+l )) ,,.. ( n+2 ) and HomR A,HomR Q ® Q ,M - HomR A® Q ,M •. Now, let 
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- ( n+2 ) . 5n+l let f EB 1 , A E· I\ and Bn+2 = HomR I\ ® Q , M • . To calculate . · , . n+ 
q. E Q. Then 
1 
b(l - sntn)(f)(>..)(qo®···® qn+l) = (-1)1>-I jfj (1 - Sntn)Od)(qo®···®qn+l) 
= (-1)1>-I If! 0.f)(qo®···® ~+l) + (-1)1>-I lfl+15n(tn(>..f))(qo®···® ~+l) 
= (-1) I qol l>..I f(qo"- ® ql ® ••• ® qn+l) + 
+ (-l)l"-1 lrl+1+lq1lqoltn(Af)(q1qo ® ••• ® qn+l) 
+ i~l ( ... ~)i+I Al I fl +l+I qi+ll I qil tn(,..f) (qd~CJ.1®· •• ®qi+l qi®·. ·~+l) 
+ (-l)n+l+IAI lfl+1+lqn+1l ltn(>..f)(q.o®···®qn)lqn+ltn(,..f)(qo®···®\i) 
= (-1)lqoll"-lf(qo"- ® ql ® ••• ® qn+l) 
+ .f (-l)j+l+l>-1 lrl+lqj+ll jqjl ()..f)(~(1)®q ® ••• ®q. 1q.® ••• ®q 1 ) J=O O J+ J n+ 
+ (-l)n+2+IAI lrl+l~+ll ltn(Af)(qo®···®~)lqn+l ()..f)(~(l)®qo®···') 
= C-1)lqol j,._jf(qo"- ® ql ® ••• ® qn+l) 
+ .E c-1)j+1+I qj+1 I I qj I r<i\ ® qo®·. ·® q .· iq ·®·. ·® q +1) 
J=O J+. J n 
+ .E (-l)j+l[f(l® ••• ~ ••• ®1)(1® ••• ®'r® ••• ®l)](i\®qo®···®qn+l) J=O 
+ (-l)n+2[McpT(f ® 1)]()...® ~ ® ••• ® qn+l). 
+ :~~(-l)i[(l ®·. ·® µ. ®·. ·® 1) (1 ®·.·®'I" ®·. ·® 1)]* 
Then, from theoretical considerations; i.e., the Kan Adjoint Theorem; 
~n+l n ( n n) n · ~ 6 = 0 because l - & t & = O. 
n+2 
manner, ;for any f:/\ ® Q ... M, A. E /\, qi E Q, set 
nB ' · · 
t (f)(r,. ® ql ® q2 ® ••• ® ~+l) = f(T](l) ® p(A-) ® ql ® ••• ® qn+l). 
Then by linear extension f is a,n R-homomorphism of degree zero. 
To complete the proof of this theorem it must be shown that 
Sntn + tn+\5n+l = ~ • Let f: I\ ® Qn+l .... M, A. E I\ and qi E Q. . Then 
n 
n n n+l n+l ( s t + t s )( f) ( A. ® ql ® • • • ® q i) :::! 
. "U+ 
n ( )i+lq. ,,q., nc· )( ' ', ) 
+ .. r:l -1 i+l i t f A. ·® ql ® ••• ® q. lq. ® • • • ® q l i= . i+ J. n+ 
n+l · · 
+ S · (f)(Tl(l) ® p(A.) ® q1 ® ••• ® qn+l) 
- cc-1)lA.I lq1lfcT1c1) ® p(q1A.) ® q2 ® ••• ® qn+1) 
+ -~1(-l)i+lqi+ll lqi,f('Tl(l) ® p(A.) ® q1®···® q. lq.® ••• ® q 1) 
i= . i+ J. n+ 
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+ [f(p(A) ® ql ® ••• ® qn+l) 
n c ) j +1+ I q . 11 q . I c'T'I c ) c ) · . . · ) + .r:0 -1 J+l J ·f ,1 1 ® p A ® q1® ••• ® q. 1q.® ••• ® q 1· J= . J+ J n+. 
qo=p(A) 
+ (-l)n+2+1~+1 1 lf('T1(1)®p(A)®qi'1'~ ••• ®qnlq f('T1(l)®p(A)®q ® ••• ®q )] 
n~ · l n 
+ .f(p(A)®q1®• •• ®q .® ••• ®q 1) -
. .1 n+ 
= (-l)j"j lql,fC'Tl(l) ® qlp(A) ® q2 ® ••• ® qn+l) 
+ (-l)h.l lqllf('Tl(l) ® rg_l ® q2 ®···® qn+l) + f(p(:>..) .® q1®···® qn+l) 
~ (-l)lqll IP(A)jf(T](l) ® qlp(A) ® q2 ® ••• ® qn+l) 
= (-1) I A 11 qi f(T] (r) ® q1® q2® ••• ® q 1 ) + f(p(A) ® q1 ®·. ~® g_ 1 ) where 
- n+ · n+ 
ii,= p(A) + TJ(r). Then, by the remarks made in, step 3, 
U>ntn + tn+l5n+l) (f) = f and by induction the proof is completed. 
a 
An ~ 1-injective Resolution 
Let M be any A-module •. Then, by using the forgetful functor, M 
can be considered as an R-module. There exists an injective module% 
I\ . 
in m such that O .... M ~ % is in e1 • · From the lemma to the Kan 
Adjoint theorem it is known that 
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is in l 1 where a= b(~); recall the definition of b. Moreover, 
HomR (/\, Qc/ E J1 where 'e'1 ~J1 • /\IJJI is an abelian category hence there 
exists a morphism n0 :HomR(A,%) .... c0 such that n0 is a cokernel of a. 
ff 
Consider M a ~ HomR (/\, %) --4 c0 in IJJI. Then there exists an injective 
module Q1 and a.monic i 0 :c0 ~ Q1 such that the sequence 
*o 1 ro M~BomR(A,%) ~Q1 is in e, where o = i 0n0 • Then 
a 0° i O M M ~HomR(A,%) ~HomR(A,Q1 ) is in~ , 0 · = b(o-), and 
Ho~(/\,Q) E J1• 
Assume that, for eachk =::, n, the following sequence has been 
constructed 
a 60 61 0k-2 5k-l 
o-M~B~B~···-B >B· Bk 
· 0 1 k-2 k-1 
which is in 'e'1 and such that B. E J1 for each O < i < k. 
i - -
0k-l · ffk 
Now, consider Bk-l .> Bk ~ Ck in /\IJJI where nk is the cokernel 
of ak-l. Then there exists an injective module Qk+l and a manic, in 
Hence·by the lemma to the Kan Adjoint Theorem, 
CHAPTER III 
THE DERIVED FUNCTORS COTQR AND COEXT 
FOR GOMODULES OVER A CGALGEBRA 
Let (A,A,E) be a grad,ed coalgebra over a commutative ring R with 
unity where A:A - A·® A is the comultiplication ~d E:A - R is the 
counit; see Milnor and Moore [16] and Gugenheim [ll]. Let i\.m and~ 
denote the categories of left 11.-comodules and right 11.-comodules,· 
respectively, where the morphisms are the /\.-homomorphisms of degree 
zero. Let~ denote the category of graded R-modules with 
R-homomorphisms of degree zero. Then J\.m and~ are additive categories 
with cokernels and~ is an abelian category. If A is a flat R-module 
then J\.m and ~ are abelian categories; Milnor and Moore [16]. 
Construction of Adjoint Functors T-ts(~,J\.m) 
Let T be the forgetful functor and let S(A) = 11. ® A where the 
11.-cornodule structure is given by 11.®Acp =A® l:A ®A...; A® A® A. 
Moreover, if. f:A - B is in~ t.hen define S(f) = 1 ® f:A ® A - A® B. 
Proposition 3.1: Sis an adjoint functor of T. 
Proof: Define functions 
0 O b:HomR(T(M),A) - HomA(M,S(A)) 
0 0 
a:HomA(M,S(A)) - HomR(T(M),A) 
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for any M in ~ and any A in.~ such that ab = 1 and ba = 1. 
For any f :M -+ A in !J.R define b (f) :M -+ A ® A by the following 
diagram: 
Then b(f) :Ls an R-.homomorphism of degree zero. Moreover, the ·diagfam 
M b~f) • >-A®A 
~1 
l® b (f) 
1A®A~ 
A®M ) A®A®A 
commutes because it can be written as 
M 
Mcp 
~T- l®f A®A Mcp (I) (II) lA®l 
'¥ 
A®M l®·CO rA®A©.1 l®l®f ~A®A®A M· 
where (I) commutes by the definition of a A-'comodule and (II) is an 
identity. Therefore, b(f) is a A-comodule homomorphism. 
For any g:M-+ A·® A in ·l\m define a(g) :M .... :A by the diagram 





where s(r ® a) = ra is the 
A natural isomormorphism. 
Then a(g) i1;, an R-homomorphism of degree zero. 
Now, for any f:T(M) .... A; (ab) (f) = a(b (f)) = a( (1 ® f)Mcp) 
= S (E ® 1)(1 ® f)~fP = S (E ® f)Mi:p = s (1 ® f)(E :® 1\i:p = f because 
I; (1 ® f)(E ® l)Mi:p(m) = I; (1 ® f) (1 ® m) = .!; (1 ® f(m)) = f (m). Hence 
ab = 1. 
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Also ba = 1 because given g:M .... A ® A ·in ~; • (ba) (g) = .'b.(I; (E ® l)g) 
~ (1 .® [!; (E ® l)g] }Mcp = (1 ® I;) (1 .® E ® 1) (1 .® g)Mcp. 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
Hence (ba)(g) = (1 ® l;)(l ® E ·® l)(A ® l)g = .g because l;(l ® E)A = lA. 
Furthermore, one can verify that a and b a.re R-homomorphisms. 
Therefore, T has the following properties: 
i) faithful (by the definition of T), 
ii) reflects epics and monies (because it is faithful), 
iii) preserves epics, coproducts and cokernels (because it is a 
coadjoint functor of S), 
iv) reflects coexact sequences (because it is faithful and cokernel 
preserving). 
But T does not preserve monies as the following example shows. 
Moreover, from adjoint properties S preserves monies; kernels and 
products. 
Example 3.1: T does not necessarily preserve mon;Lcs. 
To do this it will be shown that there exist monies in-~ which 
not injective functions. Recall; S preserves monies, hence, if 
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.·f:A _, A' is a monic in !ID tllen l ® f:A ®A_, A® A' is a manic in 1!m. 
Let R ;;: Z, then mt is the c·atee;o:ry of all g:radeQ. abelian .. groups. 
Let .A = (z,z2,o,o, ••• ). · .. Then 
i) (A® A)o = z ® Z; (A® A)l = z ® z2 + Z2® Z; (A·® !1.)2 = Z2® z2 
and (A® A)m = 0 form> 2; 
ii) (A® A® A)o = Z ® Z ® Zi (A® A® A)l = Z ® Z ® z2 + 
·+ z ® z2 ® z + z2 ® z ® z; 
(A® A® A) 2 .= z2 ® z ® z2 + z2 ® z2 ® z + z ® z2 ® z2; 
{A® A® A) 3 = z2 ® z2 ® z2 ; (A® A® A)k = O for·k > 3. 
Define 4:A _,A®· A by: 
A = 0 £or m > 1. 
m 




A®A A®l ~/®!®A 
because; 
i) 0th degree 
C:i, ® ti)0ti0 C1):;; (1 ® ti)0 C1 ® 1) = 1 ® ti0 (1) = 1 ® 1 ® 1, 
(A® 1)060(1) = (6 ® 1)0 (1 ® 1) = ~0 (1) '1 = ~ ® 1 ® 1; 
ii) 1st degree: 
'= 1 ® 1 ® 1 + 1 ® 1 ® 1 + 1 ® 1 ® l; 
(6 ® 1)161 (1) = (6 ® 1)1 (1 ® 1 + l ® i) = ~0(1) ® l + 
+ til(l) ® 1 = 
= 1 ® 1 ® 1 + 1 ® 1 ® 1 + 1 ® l ® 1. 
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Now define E:A ~ Z by; E0 = lz and E1 = O. Then Eis a Z~homomorphism 
of degree zero and the diagram 
is comm~tative because: 
i) 0th degree 
= 1 ® l; 
ii) 1st .degree 
(E ® 1\61 (1) = (E ® 1\ (1 ® 1 + 1 ® 1) = 1 ® 1, 
(1 ® E) 161 (1) = (1 ® E) 1 (l ® 1 + 1 ® 1) = 1 ® 1. 
Therefore, (A,6,E) is a Z-coalgebra. 
Now, i:2Z-+ Z defined oy i(2) = 2 is a manic in ·!IR hence 
1 ® i:A ® 2Z-+ A® Z is a monic in 1\Ji but is not an injection because· 
By the Kan Adjoint Theorem one knows that if e is an injective 
1 . I\.._ 
class in !IR, then ·~ = T- (e) is an injective c;t.ass in -~JJ!. In particular, 
if we consider the class e0 of all split exact sequences in !ID, the 
.,.(; · -1, 0) 11....... class e.- = T e is a coexact injective class in "'!J.l1. Note that a 
sequence M1 ~ M2 ~ M3 is in '& if and only if it is a split 
"iiO .,.(; * ~ 
exact sequence when .considered in !IR. Also J ·; where e.- ~ J ; 
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consists -of all retracts of objects A® A for any A in !Dl. 
Definition and Properties of the Cotensor Product 
Definition 3.1, [16-219]: If N is a right A-comodule and Mis a left 
·' 
A-comodule the cotensor,product £! N and li~-A; denoted by N .D M; is 
A 
defined to be the R-module such that the sequence 
. cp ® 1 - 1 ® cp 
O .... N O M -2:.+ N ® M N - ?Jr -N ·® A ® M · 
A 
is exact as graded R-modules where cpN and Mcp are the multiplications of 
N and _M respectively; i.e., N ~ M = ker (cpN ® 1 - 1 ® Mcp). 
-Proposi t_ion 3. 2: Given a A-comodule .homomorphism of degree zero, 
f :M .... M', there· exists a unique morphi$m 1 D f :N O M ""' N .0 M' in g] for 
each right A-comodule N. 
Proof: Consider-the diagram: 
0 0 
J t NO M __ l_D_f __ N O M' 
i l 1 ® f l i' 
N ® M N ® M' 
~= ~-i t:N: :,; 
N ® A ® M l®l®f ~ N ® A ® MI 
Since f is a comodule homomor-
phism, M'cpf = (1 ® f)Mcp. 
Hence (l®l®f)(cpN®l - l®Mcp) = 
(cpN®l - l®M'cp)(1®f) and 
(cpN®l - l®M'cp) (l®f)i = o. 
Hence .there exists a unique 
morphism 1 0 f:N OM ..... NO M1 .such that (1 ® f)i = i' (10 f). 
Proposition 3.3: If N is i;n lff- arid M,M' ,M" are in '\:m, then the 
following properties are satisfied:_ 
i) lN D lM = lN D M; 
ii) if f ,g:M - M' are morphisms in "JJl then 1 D (f + g) = 
(1 D f) +-(1 D g); 
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iii) if ;f :M .... M' and g:M' .... M" then (1 0 gf) = (1.0 g) (1:0 f). 
Proof: i) and iii) are immediate from the previous proposition and 
because of the ·uniqueness which the kernel guarantees. To prove ii) 
consider: 
N O M ---·""'i-.8-!---J>.> N O M' 
iJ 1 i' 
We know that (1 ® (f + .g)) = 
(1 ® f) + .(1.® g) and 
N ® ,M l ® f ~N ® M' 
1 ® g 
l 
N ·® ,/1.® M l®l®f \Y 1 ·@ 1 ® g >N ®.fl.® M' 
1 ® 1 ® (f + g) = 1 ® l ® f + 
1 ® 1 ® g. Hence i'(lD(f + g)) 
= (1 ® (f + g))i 
= [(l ® f) + (1 ® g)]i 
= (1 ® f)i + (1 ® g)i 
= i'(l_Df) + i'(lOg) and 
the proof is completed. 
Frorn the-al;)ove properties an additive covariant functor can be 
defined N D : J\m .... !JJl for each N in rsf-. Moreover, this functor :is 
'tJ-left exact as the following theorem shows. 
Theorem 3.1: If O .... M1 ..=~1  M2 ~ M3 -+ 0 is in 'tJ, then for each N in 
s ·~ . 
0 .... NO M 
·1 lDf >NDM 2 
is an e;x:act sequence in !JJl. 
Proof: Consider ·the following diagram (:in !Dl): 
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a property of tensor product. 10 f is an injection because if 
(1 D f)(x) ~ (10 t)(y) then 12 (1 D f)(x) ~ .12 (10 f)(y) and 
(1 ® f) (i1 (x)) = (l ® f) (i1 (y)). 1 ® f is an injection .hence 
i 1 (x) = i 1 Cy) and x = y. By the previous theorem Cl D g)(l D f) = 0 
and the im Cl Of) c ker ClD g). So to complete the proof one need 
only show; ker (1 D g) c im Cl D f). Let x E ker C;i. D g). Then 
i 2 Cx) E ker Cl® g) = im Cl® f). Hence, there _exists y EN® M1 suc-h 
that Cl ® f)(y) = i 2(x). Thus Cl ® 1 ® f) CcpN ® 1 - l ® Mi) Cy) 
= CcpN ® 1 - l ® M cp)Cl ® f)Cy) = CcpN ® 1 - l ® M cp)Ci2 Cx)) = O, so 
2 < 
there exists z END M1 such that i 1 Cz) = y because 1 ® 1 ® f is an 
injection. Therefore Cl D f)Cz) = x. 
The following example shows that the condition of being split 
exact as a sequence -of R-modules is nec_essary in the above theorem. 
Example 3.2: Define A:R ..... R ® R by ACr) = 1 ®rand E = lR:R ... R then 
CR,A,E) is an R-coalgebra. Given any R-module A define Acp:A ..... R ® A by 
AcpCa) = 1 ® a. Then CA,Acp) is a left R..,comodule. Similarly define 
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right R-comodules. Then .A!J B·= A® Band .i.t is well known that tensor 
R R 
product does not preserve monies. 
Definition of the De-rived Functor Cotor ·and the Cobar Construction 
Let (J\,A,E) be an R-·c.oalgebra whe;re R is a commutative ring with 
unity. ''ml, ~ and !lJl a.re the -categories of left J\ .. comodules, right 
A-comodules and R-modules, respectively. It has been shown that there 
e~ists a functor S:!Dl ~~such that Sis an, adjoint of the forgetful 
functor T:f\m ~!Dl. Consider the injective class e0 of all ~plit exact 
(exact = coexaot in !DI) sequences in !Dl, then T-1 (eO) = tJ is a coexaot 
injective class in fwi and the "e°-injective objects are the retracts -of 
S(A) for any A in !Dl. 
If N is a right J\-comod.ule the functor N D . : 'wi - !Dl is an ad.di.ti ve, 
J\ 
covar~ant, '&-left exact functor. So by Chap'ter I there exists a 
unique cohomology theory over N 0_ relative to 't:J. Define 
Co tor . .,.o (N ,_) to be 
/\,~-
any M in ·J\.m consider 
J\ 
the derived functor of ND· 
J\ 
an -e-0-injective resolution 
Th;is means given 
of M. Then Cotor ..,.o(N,M) = H(N,0 X), [18) page 7-25. 
J\,~- J\ 
From now on in this paragraph it will be assumed that J\ is an 
augmented R-coalgebra.with augmentation 'T]:R ~ J\. Hence the following 
sequ.ence · 
i E 0 -+ Q r-""--:J- J\ '""F~,,.,...,~:l.,,. R -+ 0 
JI 'Tl 
ker·E 
is in e0 and J\ ~ Q + R. 
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The c9bar resolution, Adams [1], for a .left A~comodule is given by 
where (tn:n > -1) is a contracting homotopy and 
B0 (J\,M) =A® M; 
Bn(A,M) = J\ ® ~® M, for n > O; 
n factors 
+ (-l)n+l lA ® ~~ ® Mcp' for n 2: O; 
tn(A ® q1 ® ••• ® qn ® m) = E(A)q1 ® q2 ® · ••• ® qn ® m, for n ,Z: O, 
and t-1 (A ® m) = E(A)m. Therefore, the ·Cobar construction is an 
t!J..,injective resolution of M. 
Let e:r.rrf -!Df be the ·cokernel functor, then e is a coresolvent for 
e0 and e' = b(e(T(f))) is a coresolvent for tfJ. 
Theorem 3.2: The cobar resolution is the canonical [6~10] 
tfJ-injective resolution .determined by the coresolvent e'. 
Proof: Let (M,Mcp) be a left 1\-comodule and consider the sequence 
. lM = e (cp ) 
0 - M ._=--=-=--= ......... =M-=->~ M in IJ:n. 
lM 
Mcp e' (O ) 
0 - M ~A® M .is precisely O - M --· __ M __ ~Re' (OM). 
Now, in the diagram, 




-1 1 - cpt 
M __ ._M __ ___,_ Q ® M is exact because 
x = Mcpt-1 (x). -Moreover, 1 ® 1 - _Mcpt-J,. is an epic because given any 
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q ® m.E Q ® M; q ® m + 0 EA® Mand (1 ® 1 - Mcpt-1)(q ® m) = q ® m 
because q E Q = ker e. Hence 1 ® 1 - Mcpt-1 is a cokernel of Mcp 1 e(Mcp) = 
-1 ) -1) ( -1) 
= 1 ® 1 - _Mcpt and e'(Mcp = b(l ® 1 - -Mcpt . = l ® l ® 1 - l ® Mcpt 0 
0 (A ® 1) =A.® 1 - (l ® Mcp)(l ® E ® l)(A ® 1) = .A·® l - ,l ® Mcp = a0• 
So the·only thing left to verify at this step is that the 
im (l ® l - .Mcpt-~) c Q ® M. But this is true because 
(E ® l) (l ® l - ,Mcpt -l) = 0 and O ... Q ® M · i ® l .> M S ® l ~ R ® M 
is exact. 
In the third step we consider the diagrc;:1.m: 
0 1 
A ® M <-o _ _; A ® Q ® M ~ = A®l®l - l®A®l + l®l~cp:::.\ A ® Q ® Q ® ·M 
to t1 
Q®Q®M 
First it must be verified that the im (1 - o0t 0 ) ~ Q ® Q ® M. But the 
sequence. 
0 _. Q ® Q ® M _i_®_· -1-. ...;..®-1-~> A ® Q ® M _.;:;.E_®...;.._l_®_l_, R ® Q ® M ... 0 
is exact and (E ® lQ ® lM)(l - ooto) = 
0 
= (E ® lQ ® lM)(lA® lQ® lM) - (E ® 1 ® l)[A·® lM - lA ® Mcp]t 
= E ® 1 ® 1 - ( E ® 1 ® 1) ( A ® 1) to + ( E ® 1 ® 1) ( 1 ® Mcp) to = o 
·-because (E ® l)A = lA and, for any A® q·® m EA® Q ® M, 
(E ® 1 ® 1) (1 ® Mcp)(to)(i,. ® q ® m) = (E ® l ® 1) (E(ii.)q ® Mcp(m)) 
= ,E(ii.)E(q) ® Mcp(m) = O. 
5° 1 ~ 5°t0 Secondly, A ® M .::-= :d Q ® M --------,) Q ® Q ® M is exact 
to 
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because (1 - 80t0)8o = 8°(1 ~ t 0a0) = 8o(l -·(l - Mcpt-1)) = a0Mcpt-l = O 
0 0 0 0 . 0 0 
and for any x E ker (1 - ·8 t ) , x = 8 (t (x)) •. Moreover, l - 8 t is 
0 0 . 0 
an epimorphism, hence l - 8 t is a coke·rnel of 8 • Therefore, E(80) = 
= 1 - a0t 0 and. E' ca0 ) = b(l - .a0t 0 ) = (1 ® (1 - .e,0t 0 )) (A·® 1 ® 1) 
~ (lA ® lA ® lQ ®. lM - 1 ® a0t 0)(A·® 1 ® l) 
= A ® 1 ® 1 - <1 ® A ® 1)t° CA·® 1 ® 1) + <1 ® 1 ® rlP)t° CA·® 1-® 1) 
' 0 
= A ® l ® 1 - 1 ® A·® 1 + 1 ® 1 ® Mcp since t (A ® 1. ® 1) = 1 .• 
Similarly, one can verify that. 8n ~ e .' Con-l) and the theorem is 
proved. 
It should be noted that in a similar manner one can verify that the 
bar construction of Mac1ane, [15-306ff.], is the canonical resolution 
of i 0 , bas~d on the kernel functor as a resolvent for the projective 
class e0 , of all split exact sequences in !Dl where ~O is a projective 
class in lJI., considering A as an augmented _graded ;R.-algebra. 
Commutative Coalgebra 
The following discussion yields a useful computational technique 
for working with-comc;,dules over a coalgebra A. An -example of the 
technique will be given in this section. The technique-will also be 
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used extensively in. Chapter .IV. 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, !Dl the categery of all 
·· graded R-modules where the morphisms are the R-homomorphisms of degre,e 
zero. For each object X in !Dl define a covariant functor TX:!Dl -+!Dlby 
i) for ·each object Y ·in .!D?, 'L'x(Y) = .Y ® X; 
ii) for each.morphism f:Y - Y', TX(f) = f ® lx· 
Similarly, define a covarie,nt functor SX:!Dl -+!DI by SX(Y)= X ®-Y. 
All tensor products are over R. 
Definition 3.2, [16-215]: For X, Yin !Dl the morpnism 'T':X ® Y -Y® X 
defined.by 
is called the twistinfi morphism .2£,X ® Y. (Note that 'l" is an 
R-homorriorphism of degree zero.) 
Preposition 3.4: For each ol;>ject X in !Dl there exists a natural 
Proof: Let X be any object of !Dl. For each Y let Tx(!) be the 
twisting morphism on Y ® X (aX(Y) the twisting morphism on X ® Y) •. For 
any f:Y ~ Y' in !Dl the diagram 
f ® l Y ® X --------------~ Y' ® X 
'x(Y) l i "x(Y) "x (Y') i lT /Y') 
X ® Y X ® Y' l ® f 
is commu:t;ative becau,se lfl = 0. Furthermore; crX(YhX(Y) = ly ® X and 
Definition 3,3, [16-215]: The .R-coalgebra (A,t::.,E) is. said to be 
·commutative if.the diagram 
is commutative where~ is the twisting morphism on.A® A. 
Theorem 3.3, [11-355]: If (J\,A,E) is a commutative R-coalge'bra, then 
any left A-comodule can be considered as a right A-comodule. 
Proof: Let (M,Mcp) be any left J\-comodule with_multiplication 
Mcp:M ... J\® M. Define Ml'.!'' :M -+ M ® A 'by the composition of the morphisms; 
cp ~ M(/\) 
M ~.[\ ® M -c::r---,(,....M .... )-> M .® A. Then Mcp' is a,n R-homomorphism of degree 
A . 
zero. To complete the proof cme needs to verify commutativity of the 
following diagrams: 
:cp• 
M M ~M ® A M ® R. R 
~,i (a) 11 ® A ll®E 
M ®-A q)'®l >M ® A'® A M ® I\ M 
(a) can be written as 
. Mcp (1) A®l 
where (1) is :commutative because (M,~ifP) is a left /\-comodule and (2), 
(3), and (5) are ·commutative·by the proposition. 
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Let ii.® ii.'·® m EI\® A® M. Then (-r/\ (M) ® 1)(,-M(A,® /\))(ii.®ii.'®m) = 
= (-r/\(M)®l)[(-l)lml jM~ii.' I (m®ii.®ii.' )J = (-l)lml lii.l+lml Iii.' l+lii.l lml (M~m®A') 
= (1 ® o-/\(M))(A ®ii.'® m) and (4) is commutative. So, if 
(a/\(M ® A))(-rA(M) ® 1)(1 ® &) = 1 ® A, the proof will be complete. 
Since A is commutative, one need only show O"A(M ® A)(-rA(M) ® l) = l ® T 
where Tis the twisting morphism on A® A. 
Let m ®ii.® ii.' EM® A® I\. Then o-/\(M·® /\)(TA(M) ® l){m ® ii. ®·A')= 
= O"/\ (M ® /\) (-1) lmllii.l O, ® m ® ;..•) = (-1) /mllii.l+lii.llm®ii.' I (m ® ;._, ® >.) 
= (-l)lii.l I>.' I (m ® ;.. 1 ®A)= (1 ® -r)(m.® X ~ A'). 
Similarly one can show (b) is commutative by writ;i.ng (b) as 
M ® R~ 
,-M(R) 
R®M M 
1~ r (2) 1€8~ 
M ® I\ 
,-M(A) I\ ® M 
where (1) is c0mmutative because (M,Mcp) is a left A-comodule·and (2) is 
commutative by the proposition. 
Frem the above theorem, if A is a commutative coalgebra, the 
cotensor product is a bifunctor on the category of all left /\-comodules. 
Definition of the Derived Functor Coext 
Risa commutative ring with unity and (A,f:J.,E) is a graded 
R-coalgebra. Let M be any left /\-comodule. Recall that 
Hom/\ (M,M') = [ Hom~(M,M') / d > 0} for M' in ~-
Pr<;:>position 3.5: HomA (M,M') i-s a .. graded R-module. 
Pro0f: For each d > 0 it will be-shown that Hom~(M,M') is an R-module. 
d . For any f E HomA (M,M') and any r E R let (rf) (m) = rf (m) •. Then 
l(rf)(m)I = jrf(m)I = jrj + 1ml and jrfl = d. Moreover, (l®rf)(}..®m) 
=A® (rf)(m) = .}.. ® rf(m) = r(}.. ® f(m)) = r(l ® f)(m). 
· Proposition 3,6: Hom/\ (M,_) :J\.m ~-!TY is a covariant additive funot-or · 
for any M in · ~-
Proof: Given any M' in ·'\m it has already been shown that Hom/\(M,M') is 
in !m. Now let f :M' .... M" be any morphism in l\.m and define 
Hom/\(M,f) e f*:Hom/\(M,M 1 ) _. Hom/\(M,M11 ) by f'*(g):;;; fg for MY 
g E Hom/\(M,M'). Then fg is MR-homomorphism of the ea.me degree as g. 
Moreover, fg is a A-comodule homomorphism because the following diagram 
is c0mmutative. 
M -----"''----,> M' 
____ f___ -j.M" 
M~1 M'~1 
A® M A® M' 1 ® g 
M"cpl 
--...,,..-~> A ® M" 1 ® f 
S0 f* is an R-h0m0morphism 0f degree zer0 and HomA(M,_) is a covariant 
functor. 
Moreover HomA(M,_) is an additive functor because given 
f, g : MI -+ -M" , ( f + g) * ( h) = ( f + g) h = fh + gh = f * ( h) + g * ( h) = 
= (f* + g*)(h) for any h E HomA (M,M' ). 
The0rem 3.4: If E:O ... -M1 ~ f :::>M2 4;= g =->M3 -+ 0 is a sequence in t:J, 
a S 
then for any M in·J\.m the ·sequence 
l 0,.. Hom (MM) fl. ' 
.is.exact in !Dl. 
Proof: Note that lfl = lgl = 0 and f, l ®fare injective set 
functions because Eis split exact when.considered in !Dl. 
For ·each.d > 0 we need to show that 
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is exact; i.e., show .<f.)d is an injection and ker (g.)d = im (:f*)d. 
Suppose h,h' :M ... M' such that !hi = lh' I = d and fh = fh'. Then h = h' 
because. if h /. h' , then there · exists n ,:: 0 and x E M .such that 
n 
h (x) /. h' (x). But f ·d(h (x)) = f d(h' (x)) and r' dis an 
n n n+ n n+ · n n+ 
injection. Contradiction, therefore h = h' and (f*)d is an injection. 
We know (g*)d(f*)d = 0 hence need only show ker (g*)d c im (f*)d. 
Let h:M ... M2 such that !hi = d and gh = 0. Since ker (g)k = im (f)k, 
l for all k > O, one can .define an R-homomorphism.k:M ... M, of degreed, 
by setting k(m) = .m' where m' is the unique element of M1 such that 
f(m') = h(m). In-order that k be a J\-comodule b,omomorphism the 
following diagram must b.e commutative 
we know f and hare J\-comodule homomorphisms, hence for any m EM; 
[(1 ® f) 1cpk](m) = .[ 2cpfk](m) :c: [ 2cph](m) = [(1 ® h\cpJ(m) 
M M M 
= [(l®f)(l®k)Mcp](m). Since (1 ® k) is injective, 1cpk = (1 ·® k)Mcp 
M 
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and k is a 1\.-comodule homomorphism. 
From the above propositions and theorem one sees that, for·each M 
in·~ where (/\,A,E,Tl) is an augmented graded R-coalgebra, Hom/\(M_) is a 
covariant, additive, tfJ-1eft exact functor from ~ to IJJI. Hence, from 
Chapter I, there exists a unique cohomology theory MH'e() relative to 1fJ 
over Hom/\(M,_). We will call this derived functor Coext ""°(M,_) and 
J\,i:;-
define .coextn tfJ(M,M') as MH~(M'). 
A, i::.-
A natural question to ask .is whether the conditions on E in 
Theorem 3.4 can be weakened ~d still have the desired result; i.e., 
g »M3 ... O is in 1!'1 then is 
f . 2 
--* -·~> Hom I\ (M, M ) 
is no as the following example shows. 
Example 3.3: Consider R = Z; I\= (Z, z2 , O, O, ••• ) and the Z-coalgebra 
(/\.,6,E) where 6 and E are defined as in the example on p. 74. Let 
M1 = (2Z, z2 , O, O, ••• ) and c.p:M' - I\.® M1 be defined by; 
c.po:2Z - Z ® 2Z =(A® M1 )0 
c.p0 C2) = 1 ® 2; 
c.pl:Z2 - Z ® z2 + z2 ® 2Z = (A·® M1 )1 
c.pl(l) = 1 ® 1 
and c.pk = 0 fork> O. Then the following diagrams are commutative 
Ml ___ __,_c.p ___ A ® Ml, 
c.pl 16 ® 1 1 
1 l ® rn A®M T ?A®A®M 
1 
and (M ,c.p) is a left A-comodule because: 
i) . 0th de~ree 
CA® 1)0cp0 (2) = (6 ® 1)0(1 ® 2) = 40(1) ® 2 = 1 ® 1 ® 2, 
(1 ® cp)ocpo(2) 
-
(1 ® cp0 )(1 ® 2) = 1 ® ~0 (2) = 1 ® 1 ® 2, 
CE® 1)0cp0 C2) = (E ® 1)0 (1 ® 2) = 1 ® 2; 
ii) 1st de~ree 
(A·® 1 \q,1 (i) = (A·® 1\ (1 ® 1) = A0 (1) ·® 1 = 1 ® 1 ® 1, 
(1 ® q,\ q,l (1) = <1 ® q,\ Cl ® 1) = 1 ® ~l (1) = 1 ® l ·® I, 
CE ® 1\ q,1 CI) = CE® 1\ (1 ® I) = 1 ® I. 
2 I\ 2 2 Let .M = ,A and A:M ~A® M be·defined by 
I\ Ao= Ao:Z ~ z ® z 
A A - -
~1 :z2 ... Z ® z2 + z2 .@ Z where &1(1) = 1 ® 1. 
I\ Then (A,&.) is a left A-comodule because; 
i) 0th degree 
(A® 1)0~0 (1) = (A·®1)0 (1®1) = A0 (1) ® 1 = l ® 1 ® 1, 
(l ® ~0)~0(1) (1 ® ~)0(1 ® 1) " = = 1 ® A0 (1) = l ® 1 ® 1, 
(E ® 1)0~0 (1) = (E ® 1)0 (1 ® 1) = 1 ® l; 
ii) 1st .degree 
A - (A® 1\ (1 ® 1) ~ 40(1} ® l'= 1 ® 1 ®1, (A·® 1\ A1 (1) :: 
I\ I\ - I\ - " -(1 ® A\A1 (1) :;:: (1 ® A) 1 (1 ® l.) = 1 ® A (1) = 1 ® 1 ® 1, 1 
I\ - (E ® 1)1 (1 ® 1) = e0 (1) ®1 = l ®1. (E ® 1)1A1 (1) = 
Define M:3 by; M3 = (z2, O, O, ••• ) and ot :M3 __, ·A ® M3 where 
ot0 (1) = 1 ® 1 and ak = 0 for k > 0. Then the following diagrams are 




= (l ®.a)0 (1 ®I)= 1 ® ~0 (I) = 1 ® 1 ®i. Similarly, (E ® l)a = l 3• 
M 
Now consider the ·sequence 
where f 0 = i:2Z ... Z 
fl = lz : z2 ... Z2 
2 
go = 'li:Z ,... Z2 
Then we can show f,g are zero-degree /\-comodule homomorphisms. 
i) Ml· __ __..._.,... 1 cp -~/\®M· 0th degree 
fj' ·11 ® f 
~ 
A -----A ® A 
<1 ® f) 0cp0 (2) = (1 ® r)0 (1 ® 2) = 1 ® 2 
A · A A ) A ) A0r0 (2) = .A0 (2) = A0 (1 . + :tl0 (1 
= 1 ® 1 + 1 ® 1 = 1 ® 2. 
1st degree 
c 1 ® f \cp1 (D - <1 ® r \ <1 ® 1) = 1 ® 1 
~1 f 1 (1) = 11 (1) = (1 ® 1) and f is a /\-comodule homomorphism. 
ii) 0th degree· 
I 
A (1 ® g)0A0 (1) = (1 ® g) 0 (1 ® 1) 
= 1 ® 1, g0 (1) = a 0 (I) = 1 ® I; 
1st degree 
<1 ® g\~1 (D = <1· ® g\ c1 ® I) = o 
A - A A1 g1 (1) = .A1 (O) = 0 and g is a /\-c0module homomorphism. 
Now consider M = I\, then(/\,!::.) is a left /\-comodule. Define 
his a /\-comodule homomorphism of degree zero because 
A I\ -----7 J\ '® I\ 0th degre-e 
·hi 11 ® h t ~ 
I\ ·,-A®A 
(1 ® h)0A0 (1) = (1 ® hJ(l ® 1) 
= 1 ® 2; ~0h0 (1) = .~0 (2) = 1 ® 2; 
1st <iegree 
Cl® h)1A1 CI)= (1 ® h)1 (1 ®I+ I® 1) = 1 ® h1 (i') +I® h0 (1) 
A - A - -
= l ® 1 + 1 ® 2 = l ® I; Al hl (1) = Al (1) = 1 ® 1. 
' ' 1 
But there-does not exist a J\-como-dule homomorphism k:M ... M such 
that fk = .h because we know that k:M ... M1 defined by; 
k0 :z ~ 2z; k0 (1) = 2 
kl:Z2 ... Z2; kl= lz 
2 
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is unique such that when considered as Z-homomorphisms, fk = h •. But k 
is not a /\-comodule homomorphism because in the 1st degree, 
(1 ® k) 1A1 (1) = (1 .® k) 1 (1 ® 1 + 1 ® 1) = 1 ® l + 1 ® 2 and 
~1k1 CI)= ~1 CI)= 1 ® I. 
Some Relatio,ns Between Derived Functors 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let !ill be the 
category of graded R-modules. (If the ungraded case is to be 
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-specifically considered this will be noted in the particular theorems.) 
If Mis a graded R-module define M* = [Mri = HomR(Mn,R)- In> o} (for a 
discussion of dual module see [15-146-148]) where HomR(Mn,R) is all 
R-homomorphisms from the module M to R. Then M* is a graded R-module 
n 
and is in.!Dl. We will assume (/\,µ,,Tl,E) is an augmented graded R-algebra 
and/\ is projective of finite type; i.e., for each n > 0 /\ is a 
- n 
;finitely generated projective R-module. Then one can verify that 
(J\*,µ,*,E*,ll*) is an augmented R-coalgebra.and Q*. = ker Tl*. It can also 
be shown, if (M,Mcp) is a graded left (right) ·J\.-module, then (M*,Mcp*) is 
a graded left (right) /\*-comodule. 
Lemma 3.1: If (M,Mcp) is a right /\-module, projective ·of finite type, 
then (M ® N)* ·!::!! M* D N* for any left /\-module N. 
J\ ' /\* 
Prqof: Consider the ,diag:ram: 
M* 0 N* 
/\ * 
(cpM ® 1 - 1 ® Ncp)* 
i> (M ,® N) * -------------------------------::> (M ® /\ ® N) * ( { 
cpM ® 1 - 1 ® Ncp* 
-----........ ------;;> M* ® /\ * ® N* ---"?M* ® N* 
Convention: Hom/\(M,N) = [Hom~(M,N) p E Z} 
HomR (M,N) = (Hom~ (M,N) I p E Z}. 
~ Hom (N* M*) for left /\-modules M,N. R , 
Proof: To do this it needs to be shown th~t Hom~(/\® M,N) ~ Hom;(M,N) 
ford E Z. The technique is the same as that ford= 0 which was 
proved on pp. 72 -· 74. .For d E Z define bd :Hom~(A ·® M,N) .... Hom~(M,N) 
by the diagram 
for any f E Hom~(/\. ® M,N), .and define ad :Hom:(M,N) _, Hom~(/\.® M,N) by 
the,diagram 
d for any g E HomR(M,N). One can verify that bd and ad are 
R-homomorphisms and adbd = 1, bdad = l. 
Since the direct summ~nd of a.. projective R-module of finite type 
projective R-module. Recall, fr.om the Universal Coefficient Theorem, 
[15-77], if K is ·a chain complex of free· abelian .groups Kn anq. if C 
is any abelian group, then ~(K,C) :!'!: Honi2 (Hn(K),C) + Ext~(Hn-l (K),C). 
Moreover, if K is a chain complex of vector spaces Kn over a field F 
and C is a vector ·space over F, then W(K,C) == Ho~(Hn(K),C). 
Theorem 3.5: If Risa field and Mis a finite dimensional vector 
space over R, where (M,cpM) is a right /\.-module, then .for any left 
/\.-module (N,Ncp) 
Proof: Let B (N) denote the bar resolution for N where B (N \ = 
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= /\. ® Qk·® N fork> 0. Then·Tor~'P(M,N) = Hn([M'®11. B(N)]p) where the 
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k!!l term of the .complex [M ®A B(N)]p is [M ®A (A® Q.k·® N)]p. Passing 
to the dual we have [Tor~'P(M,N)]* = HomR(Hn([M ®A B(N)]p),R). But 
B(N)*; where B(N)k. =A*® Q*k ®N*; is the cobar resolution_for N* and 
Cotorn'p(M* N*) = H ([M* 0 B(N)*] ) where the k!!l term of the ·complex A* ' n p A* 
[M* 0 B(N)*] is [M* 0 (A* ® Q*k® N*)] • From Lemma 3.1, 
A* p A* P 
(M ®A N) * ·~ M* 0 N* and for k ~ O; (M ~A (A ® Q.k ® N)) * -
A* 
~ M* 0 (A* ® Q*k ® N*). Therefore, Cotor~!p(M* ,N*.) ~ If ( [M ®A B (N) ]p,R) 
A* 
.Hence, by the Universal coefficient theorem, for any n > 0 and for 
any p E Z, [Tor~'P(M,N)]* ~ Cotor~!P(M*,N*) arid [TorA(M,N)]* 
~ CotorA*(M*,N*)~ 
Lemma 3.2: R ®A(A ® Qk ® N) ~cf® N for any left .A-module N an4 
k > o. 
Proof: Consider Ras a right A-module with multiplication cpR:R ®A .... R 
defined by cpR(r ®A)= rE(A) = .E(A)r for any r ER and any A EA. 
Then consider the following diagram, for any k ~ 0: 
(Notation: k q = ql ® q2 ® • •. ® qk where the qi are arbitrary 
in Q.) 
· cp ® l - 1 ® µ. ® 1, 
R ®A® A® Qk® N _R _______ R ®A® r;/@ N ~R ®A(A ® Qk ® N) 
A ® w ® Q.~ N f ® l ~ A ® lQ N 
where (f ® l)(A ® A' ® qk ® n) = E(A)A' ® qk ® n - U' ® qk ® n, which 
belongs to Q ®·Qk .® N because Eis an algebra homomorphism .and 
E(E(A)A' - AA')= D. k k k Now, A ® Q ® N = R .® Q ® N + Q ·® Q ® N hence 
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if Q-® Qk,® N c im(f ® 1), the proof is complete. 
Consider q ®-qk .® n E Q. ® Q.k ® N •. Then x = -q ® T](l) ® qk:® n .is 
. k . k . . 
in A® A ® Q ,® N and (f ® 1)(x) = q ® q ® n .b~cause q E Q. = ker E • 
. Lemma 3.3: I:f (M,Mcp) is a left A-module and .trivially graded, then 
HomR(RE ~\. M,R) :!!:! HomA (M,ER). 
Proof: ER is a left /\-module with respect to Rep:/\ ® R ... R d~fin.e.d by 
Rep(>., .. ® r) = ,E(X)r, Let f:M .... ER be a left (\. ... homomorphism. Then 
f(Xm) = -E(;\)f(m) ;for ·any ;\ E I\ and any m E M. Now consider; whe,re 
\j.r(r ·® m) = rm; 
If f\j.r (cpR ·® 1 - 1 ® Ncp) = 0, then ther·e exists a uni.que R-homomorphi.sm 
g:RE ~\ N __, ER such that ft = gn. ft(cpR ® 1 - 1 ®· Ncp) (1 ® X ® m) = 
= ft(E(X) ® ~ - 1 ® Xm) = f(E(X)m - >.m) = E(A)f(m) --E(X)f(m) = O. 
Now, define w:HomA (M,ER) __, HomR(RE ·®A M,R) _by w(f) :; ,g. Then w is an 
R-homomorphism and is injective because tis an ,epic. 
-1 Let g:RE ®AM__, Rand let f = gnt • Then tf = g1i and f is an 
R-homomorphism. If f is a left A-homomorphism, then w is an isomor-
phism; i •. e •. , if fMcp = Rcp(l ® f). . Let X ® m E A ® M, then fMcp(X ® m) = 
:; f(Am) = ,g(l"-®A >.m) and Rcp(l ® f)(A ® m) = Rcp(A ® f(m)) = E(A)f(m) 
= .E(A)g(l ®Am) = g(E(A) ~A m). Now, if E(X) ® m -
- 1 ® Xm E im(cpR ® l - l ® Ncp) then the proof will be comple:ted. 
But . ( cpR ® 1 "" 1 ® Ncp) (1 ® A ® m) = E 0..) ® m - 1 ® i..m. 
For the following theorem we will use the subsequent notation 
E* because ER and R are trivially graded. 
R E - denotes Ras a left A-module ,;l,nd 
E* R -. denotes R·as a·right A-comodule. 
p . ( HomA(M,ER) = f:Mp -+.ER}. for any left A-module M. 
Hom~(M,R) = ( f :M " R} for ·any R-module M. p 
Theorem 3.6: If (N,Ncp) is a lett A-module,· then 
Ext (N, 6R) e: Cotor ....o(RE,N*). 
A,"eo' . A* ,t:.-
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Proof: For ·any n.,;P,>o' (because ,of our convention a'bove) it ne,eds to be 
shown· that Extn,p (N, R) El:! Cotorn,p (RE*·,N*). Let 
A,l0 E A* ,tJ 
0n °1 Ncp 
B(N): ~--~Bn~-=->Bn~··· ~B1F='"'>Bo~N ->O 
CJ'n O'l O"o 
be the bar resolution for N; (Bk = A ® Q}{ ® N) ; and consider 
Hom/\(B(N),ER):O __, Hom/\(N,ER) __, Hom/\(B0 ,ER) __, t·· __, Hom/\(Bn'ER) __, ···; 
see [Hml-185]; and 
Hom~(B(N),ER):O-+ Hom~(N,ER) - ••• __, Hom~(Bn'ER) __, 
By definition, Ext~:! (N 'ER) = Hn (Hom~ (B(N), ER)). 
. 0 
.... 
-Now, by considering Lemmas 3,1 and 3.2 and the remark .of this 
section, keeping in.mind the notation assumed just previous to this 
theorem, one obtains, fork> O, 
= HomR((Q\:@ N) . ,R) = [ (Qk .® N) ]* = p p [(Qk ® N)*] 2= (R ®(A® Q~® N))* p E A . p 
-2= rnE*~*A* ® Q*k ® N*)p and Hom~(i~,ER) 2= (RE*~/*~P by Lemma 3.3. 
· n F n p E* ·n p E* Henc:e Ex:tA '·e (N,ER) !:!! Cotor ' ....o(R ,N*) because Cotor '· .. ,.c/R ,N*.) 
a, 0 A*,e- A*,e-
a H ((RE*oB(N)*) ). 
n A* P 
Theorem 3.7: (ungraded case) Assume R i.s a field (A is a finite 
.. dimensional vector space over R). If (M,Mcp) is a right A-module a?'l.d 
Mis a finite dimensional vector space over R, then ExtA(~E,M) 2= 
CotorA*(M*,E*R). 
Proof: Let 
be the ,bar ·resolut:Lon . for Re rui.d ooneide:r . 
HomA(B(R),M):O ~ HomA(RE 1 M) ~ HomA(A,M) ~ •••. 
By definition Ext~(RE,M) .s Hn(Homl\(B(R),M)). Moreover, 
B(R)*:O .... E*Re--~A*~l\* ® Q*~ ••• ~1\*® Q*n~··• 
E* n E* · is the oobar resolutio;n for R and Cotorl\*(M*, R) = H (M* D B(R)*). 
. n A* 
k k k Fork> 1; Homl\(1\ ®Q ,M) 2= HomR(Q ,M) E!:! ~ HomR(Q ,R) where dim M = s. 
. < k ) k . c· k) Therefore Homl\ 1\ ® Q ,M 2= ts Q* • Now M* D 1\* ® Q* 
1\ * 
~ (M ® (1\ ® Qk)) * 2= t (R ® (1\ ® r;f)) * 2= t Q*k. A s . 1\ .S 
To ,complet.e this proof it needs to be shown that 
(M* 0 1\ *). 
1\ * 
But if Homl\(1\,M) 
Hom/\(/\,M) =!Hom/\(/\® R,M) =! HomR(R,M) 9!i! Mand (M* 0 /\*) E:! (M ®A/\)* 
I\* 
9!i! I: (R ® I\)* E:! I: (R ® (A.·® R)) * 9!i! I: R* 9!i! M. 
s .J\ s I\ s 
In a. similar .. manner by being careful with the grading one can 
verify this theorem for the graded case. 
Recall. the -following remarks about ungraded R-modules. 
Remark 3.2: If Mis a free R-module then for any R-module N there 
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-exists a monomorphism v:HomR(N,M) ~ Hom(M*,N*) where, for any f:N ~ M, 
V (f) (Cc') = af for ·a :M ~ R. 
Remark 3.3: .If M,N are fini.tel.y gener.ated free R-modules then 
HomR(N,M) ~ HomR(M*,N*). 
Theorem 3.8: (ungraded case): If I\ is a free finitely ge.ner.ated 
R-module; M, N are left A-modules and ar.e free finitely generated 
Proof: Let 
be the bar r·esolution for M. Then Extn/\ ,;,r (M,N) = H (Hom/\(B(M) ,N)), 
,vo n · 
k 
where [Hom/\ (B(M) ,N) Jk = Hom/\(/\® Q ® M,N). Then .for any n > 0 
Hom/\(/\® Qk-® M,N) == HomR(Qk ® M,N) by adjoint properties and 
~* 6* 
C(M*) :0 ... M* <F~--) B0* ~Bl*~ ••• ~ B* IF~n_,B* ~ ... 
* n- * n ao ~n 
is the co bar -resolution for M* where Bk = I\* ® Q*k ® M* == (/\ ® Qk ® M) *. 
By definition Coextn/\* ~ (N, M) = Hn (Hom/\* (N*, C (M*))) where 
' 0 . 
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[H0mA*(N*,C(W))]k = HomA*(N*, A*® Q*k ® M*). Then for a:ny k ~ o, by 
properties ,of adjoint functors, Hom A* (N*, A* ® Q*k ® M*) 
== H0mR (N*, Q*k ® M*) == Ho~ (N*, (Qk ® M) *). By remarks 3.,2 and 3.3 
HomR(Qk ® M,N) == HomR(N*, (Qk ® N)*). Therefore, for k > O, 
HomA (A® Qk.® M,N) == HornA*(N*, /\* ® Q*k ® M*). By the Five Lemma, 
Therefore.ExtnA -e; (M,N) ::::!'Coextn ,,.,o(N*,M*). 
'O A*,~-
The above theorem can also be proved for the graded case by an 
argument similar to that for the ungraded case. 
CHAPTER DJ 
PRODUCTS FOR THE DER.DIED FUNCTORS COTOR AND COEXT 
The classical derived functors Tor and Ext each have, in addition 
to the axioms, a property called product. In this chapt.er it is shown 
that Cotor and Coext each have a product. 
Properties of the Cotensor Product 
Some of the properties presented here are stated by V. Gugenheim; 
[11]; or J. W. Milnor and J. C. Moore; [16]. They are included by the 
author for completeness. 
Let (A, I::., E) and (A', 6.', E') be graded co~i;],.gebrasI;o;over,~a. connnu-
,.,,,.·; ''•.j>-
tative ring with unity. Let E = E ® E' and define Kby the diagram 
A® A' 6.®8.' ___ ;;;;;..___;;;;..._ ___ ;> A ® A ® A I ® A I 
~ 
A® A'® A® A'. 
Proposition 4.1: (A® A', b:., E) is an R-coalgebra, [16 -,.218]. 
Proof: The diagram 
A® A' ~------b:.-~---~A ® A'® A® A' 
110A 
----b:. .... ®-1---~A ® A'® A® A'® A® A' 
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can be wri"tten as Diagram 4.1 w):lere (1) is commutative because 
(/1.,A,E) and '(fl.' ,'A';E') are coalgebras, (2) and (3) are connnutative by 
naturality and (4) is an identity. The conmmtativity of (5) can be 
computed directly by a set theoretic argument. 
Similarly one can verify the commutativity of 
R ® (A ® A I) A ® At (A ® A I) ® R 
AE®lX ~ ll®l®E 
(A ® A I) ® (A ® At) (A ® At) ® (A ® A'). 
Proposition 4.2: If (M,Cf\1) is a right A-comodule and (M' ,cpM') is a 
right A' -comodule then M® M' is a right A® A'-comodule. A similar 
theorem is true for left comodules, [11~355]. 
Proof: Define cp::M ® M' -+ M ® M' ® A ® A' by the composition 
M® M' 
Cf\1 ® ~' ~ ® C:l" A (M') ® 1 ' ' 
M ® A ® M'® A' l ® ,: M' (A ® 1) ;>M ® M ® A ® A . 
Consider Diagram 4.2 where (1) is commutative by t):le definition of 
comodules, (2) and (3) are commutative by naturality and the 
commutativity of (4) is readily verified by a set-theoretic 
computation. Similarly one can verify the commutativity of 
(M ® M') ® R M ® M' 
i1®E 7 
(M ® M') ®A® A' 
Proposition 4.3: If (M,cpM), (M' ,cpM') are right A-, A' -comodules, 
respectively, and (N,Ncp), (N' 'N'cp) are left A-, A' -comodules, 
respectively, then there exists a unig_ue.R-homomorphism, of degree 
zero, 
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,,,... -~ ......... 






~ ~ ® IS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (8i ® ] ~ ~ 
. -' ... ~ ® ~ ~ <3 ~ 
- ® 3 ~ f8J ® ~ 
-
'S:: .e: <t 4,. ~~ ® ® ..-I 
~ ® e '"1-1 ~ 
..4 
......\ ~ ® ~ 
"""' 
.....t 
.,,-... .,,........ ® ® ~ -:t-· 
-4 ,,.... 
.,,,...... ® ..._ 69 ~ ('I') ~ ~ 




J 0 .... ... ~ ~':£ ® ® 
·- ® ""M ~ ~ -w:-1 ~ '-" ® \:;,~ ~ ~ ® ® ~ ® ~ 
~· 
~ 
-' ~ <l ~ ~ ~ ~ @ ® ...,., 
.... ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 
""'\~ ® ® ~ ~· ® 




'-' ® ~ ~ ® ... 
;, ~ ~ ~ ..... ~ ..._ ~ 
® ®~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ~ 




a.:(MO N}'® (M'-ON 1 ) .... (M® M') 0 (N ® N'). 
A A' A®A' 
(A theorem similar to this is stated by Gugen:heim, [11-357], but -with 
stronger GOnditions on the comodules.) 
Proof: ·Com;rider the diagram: . 
(M D N) ·® (M'O NI ) - - - - - - - - ~ (M '® M' ) D (N "® NI ) 
i Ii' 
A 1· A' Ni!JA' 
l®~M'®N' 
~J 
l®r M' (N)®l i 
:M8lM'®~N' 
l~·®l®l-l®~,~ (*) 
:t®A®~M '®A '®NI -----------;>:t®M'®/\®A '®~N' 
a. 
where i,i' are the injections, the right col'Ullln is exact and 
~ = [~ l + l ® tp) ® ·~,· ® l] .. [1 ®NCI>® (~, ® l + l ®N 1q>)] 
a.= (1·® l·® l ® rA' (N) ·® 1)(1 ® rM 1 '(A ® N) ·~. l ·® 1). 
Sinc:e i' is "the kernel cif cpM ~ Mr® l ® l - l ® l ®N ® N'tp' if 
i~ = 0 and ( *) is commutative, there exists a unig_ue R-homomorphism 
a.: (MON) ® (M' 0 N') ... M ® M' 0 N ® Ni such that i 'a. = (l®rM' (N)® l)i. 
A A' . MM' · · · 
.Notice that (~ l + l ®tp) ® q>M'® l :: ~ ® l ® ~·® 1 + 1 ® tp ® ~·® i 
and l ®NCI)® (~,® 1 + l ® N'q>) = 1 ®Nq> ®M'tp ® 1 + 1 ®efP ® 1 ®N,cp and 
a = ~ ® 1 ® ~, ® 1 - 1 ® efP ® l ® N, cp or one can write 
·.~ = [~ ® 1 - 1 ® tp) ® M'cp ® 1] + [1'@ ~· ® (cpM' ® 1 - 1 ® N'cp)]. 
Therefore, ai = 0 because MON= ker (~ ® 1 - 1 ® Ncp) and 
A 
M' 0 N' ::: ker (~, ® 1 - 1 ® N'cp). 
A' . 
















































naturality conditions if one can show commutativity in (~* ) , then ( *) 
is commutative and the proof will be completed. ( **) 'is commutative 
because (r M' {A) '® l ® 1)(1 ® aN(M1 ® I\ 1 ))(11. ® n ® m1 '® 11. 1) = 
(-1)lnllm 1 l+lnll11. 1 l+lm1 ll11.l(m 1 ®11.®)l. 1 ®n) and (1® l®1"/\ 1(N))o 
,o ( TM' {fl: ® N) ® 1 )(11. '® rt ·@ m 1 ® 11. 1 ) = 
(-1)lm 1 I 111. ® nj (1 ® 1 ® 'f/\ 1 (N))(m 1 ® 11. ® n·@ 11. 1) = 
~ ( -1) Im 1 1111..j +Im 1 11 n I+ I nj I 11. 1 I (m 1 ® 11. ® 11.1 '® n). 
An External Product on Cotor 
In this section we will use A,B,C,D for designating R-coalgebras 
as well as J\,/\ 1 , where Risa commutative ring with unity. 
Let (A, !:::.A' EA) and (B, tiB' EB) be R..:coalgebras. An 
R homomorphism a :A .... B is cal).ed a coa).gebra homomorphism if the 
diagrams 
A E;A 
A A ~A® A A ~R 
al la® a al~ 
B 
l!.B 
~B ® B B 
are commutative, Milnor and Moore (16]. Let (M,cpM) be a right 
A-comodule, i.e., A E :JI; and let (M1,~ 1 ) be a right B-comodule. We 
are always considering graded objects unless specifically stated 
otherwise. 
Definition 4.1 [11-353]. An R-homomorphism f:M""'M' is called an 
a~right comodule homomorphism if and only if the diagram 
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f M -------.>M 1 
~ 1~· 
M®A f ® a. :>M'®B is commutative. 
Similarly, define a.-left comodule homomorphism. 
Note that if A= B then an A~comodule homomorphism is a lA-right 
comodule homomorphism. 
Proposition 4.4: If a.:A-+ Bis a coalgebra homomorphism, f:M .... M1 is 
an a.-right comodule homomorphism, and g:N .... N' is an a.-left comodule 
homomorphism, then there exists a unique R-homomorphism 
f O g:M O N .... M' 0 N 1 • 
a. a. B 
Proof: Consider the diagram 






O-+ M'O N1 
B 
where (1) is commutative because f is an cx.-right co:r:nodule homomorphism 
and because g ·is ·an a.-left comodule homomorphism. Therefore, 
(~1 ® 1 - 1® N'~)(f ® g)i = O and there exists a unique 
R-homomorphism f D g:MO N .... M'O N1 such that (f ® g)i = i 1 (f g g) 
a. A B 
(i' is the kernel morphism of ~M' ® 1 - 1 ® N'~). 
Proposition 4.5: Assume A, B, Care R-coalgebras, a.:A .... Band ~:B-+ C 
are coalgebra homomorphisms. If 
f :M .... N is an a.-right comodule homomorphism, 
g:N .... L is a ~ --right comodule homomorphism, 
f' :}'!' .... N' is an Q'-left comodule homomorphism, 
g' :N' .... L' is a 13-left comodule hom0morphism, 
then i) gf:M _, L is a (,QI-right comodule homomorphism, 
ii) g' f' ;M' _, L' is a (30:'-left comodule homomorphism, 
and iii) gf O g'f' 
Soi 
= (gD g')(f D f'). 
13 QI 
Proof: Consider the diagrams 
f M ---------- N ___ __....__ ___ L 
cpMl 1 ~N l cpL 




a ® f' N'cpl 
----->B®N' 13 ® g' 
---------~ C ® L' 
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· Since each su'bldiagram commutes, gf is a (,Q'-right comodule homomorphism 
and g'f' is a (,Q'-left comodule homomorphism. 
From the commutativity of the diagram 
MD M'. M ® M' 
cpM ® 1 - 1 ®M'cp 
M ®A® M' 
A 
lf® }®a lf ~ f' f' ® f' 
cpN ® l - J,. ®N,cp 
NDN' N ® N' N ®'B ® N' 
B 
lg®~ lgO g' lg0 g' ® g' 
13 . 
i cp ® 1 - 1 ®1,cp L D L' i>L ® L' L . .. ;;,\L ® C ® L' 
C 
and because of the uniqueness guaranteed 'by the kernel morphism i, 
(g D _g') (f .D f') = 
e et 
gf O g' f'. 
$a, 
Now, consider the following situation. If A,B,C,D are 
R-·coalgebras; ot:A .... B, (:3:C .... D, & !B .... D, and y:A .... Care coalgebra 
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. homomorphisms; f is an ot-right, f' is an a-left, h is a y-right, h' is 
a Y-left, k i.s a & .. right, k I is a & -le;ft, g is a, e-right and .g I is a 
S-left comod:ul.e homomorphism, then, if Sy= &et, kf = .gh i:md k'f' = g;''h', 
the diagram 
M [J M' 
A 
h ~ h'l 
f Of' 
______ ot_· -----N O N' 
B 




----. g-_""'o"'". -g-' ----~L EJ L' is commutative. 
S D 
Theor·e~ 4.l: If A, B are R-coalgebras, M,M' are right A-,B-celmodules, 
respectively, and X, Y are ooohain .complexes of left A-,E-6omodules, 
cv:(M IZ:l X) ® (M' CJ Y) ._, (M ® Mi) Cl (X ® Y). 
A B A®B 
Proof: 
0 
.... XO & X "'Xl Let X:O 7 .... ••• 
rl, 
.... Xn o X > Xn+l .... • • • and 
1 D& O 
M CJ X:O .... MD XO A X ;)M [] x1 -t, •.•• . ... ' 
A A A 
and 
10& 8 1o~n 
- 0 B Y 1 n E 0 Y n+l M'l'.:JY:O .... M'OY >M'DY .... ··• ~-M 10Y · >M'DY ... 
. B B B B . B 
are complexes. The compl.ex ((MO X) ® (M' D Y), & ) is given by A B . 
[(MDX) ®· (M' D Y)]n = E (MO xP) ® (M'O Yq) and A B p+q:::n A B 
on(m®x®m' ®y) = [(l®ox)(m®x)]®m' ®y+ 
+ (-1)Pm ® x ® [(1 ® oy)(m• ® y) = 
m ® x ® m' ® y E [(M ® X) ® (M' ® Y)]n and extend by linearity on 
[(M CJ X) ® (M' D Y)]n, where x E xP and y E Yq. 
. A B 
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By .. ProposHion 4.3, for ea.ch pair (p, q) such tha.t p + q = n, there 
exists a uniqu.e R-homomorphi.sm a (p, q) such that 
is commutative. Define 
ct :[(M EJ X) ® (M' 0 Y)]n.... r: [(M ® M') 0 (XP ® Yq)] = 
n A B p+q=n A®B 
= (M ® M') D (X ® Y)n 
A~B 
as, ot = E ot(p, q). The proof will be completed if ot = (ct ) · > 0 n p+q:::n n n · 
commutes with the cobound<;JXy where the cobou,ndary "F = an) for the 
compl.ex (M ® M') A~B (X ® Y) is given by; 6n = 1 A~Bo ;®Y and 
o~®Y(x ® y) = o~Cx) ® y + (-1)Px ® 6i(y) for any p,q > 0 such tb.at 
p + q = n and x E xP, y E Yq. In other words, the proof will be 
completed if s1a 
n 
n 
= ot & • 
n+l 
Since any element z E (MD xP) ® (M' 0 Yq) is a finite linear A B 
combination of elements of the form m ® x ® m' ® y it is sufficient to 
show, "Fna Cm ® x ® m' ® y) = a 1o n Cm ® x ® m' ® y) for any m E M, n n+ 
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-n lxl Im' I lxl Im' I n 
=6 [(-1) m®m' ®x®y] = (-1) (lDo )(m®m'®x®y) 
A®B X®Y 
= (-1) lxl Im' I [m ® m' ® o~®Y(x :® y)] = 
= (-1)lxl Im' I [m ® m' ® oi(x) ® y + (-1)Pm ® m' ® x ® 8i(y)] 
and(){ 1 8n(m .® x ® m' ® y) = n+ 
= ~ [m ® oP(x) ® m' ® y + (-l)Pm ® x ® m' ® oq(y)] 
n+l X · Y 
= O:'(p + l,q)[ m ® qi(x) ® m' ® y] + O:'(p,q + 1)[(-l)Pm ® x ® m' ® 0i(y)] 
= ( -1) I m' 11 x I m ® m' ® 0 i ( x) ® y + ( -1) p+ I m' II x I m ® m' ® x ® o i ( y) , 
because lo;(x) I = I xi, and .the proof is completed. 
Now,· c.onsider"the following ·whei1e K,L a.re cochain .compl.exes of 
graded R-modules: 
· 0 n-1 
0 °K 1 n-1 °K n K :0 .... K. ----?.K .... • • ~ .... K ------. :;>K · -+ • • • 
_.., ... 
(& 0) 
. 0 Lr 1 L2 n-1 n L :0 .,.. L ---- L .... · .... • • • .... L -·L .... • • • 
r r r r r r 
Ifl,r(L) =If-CL). 
r 
Moreover (K ® L)n = ( r: KP® Lq) = r:. Y? KP ® Lq. 
t p+q=n t p+q=n a+o=t a ~ 
Therefore·, considering MacLane [15-163-166] and Theorem 4 •. 1, there 
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exists an R-homomorphism 
(1) ¢ If,P(M OX)® If1,q(M 1 DY) ... If+m,p+q((M®M') D (X ® Y)), (n,p) (m,q) A B ~ 
for·all n,p,m,q _:: O. 
Proposition 4.6: If A,B are R-coalgebras and a:A ... Bis a coalgebra 
homomorphism then there exists a functor T ;r;/ ... ~ where r;/cr.s/) is the 
Q' 
·category of all right A-comodu.les (right B-comodules). A similar 
proposition is true for le;ft comodules. 
l?roof: Let· (M,cp~) be a right A-comodule. .Define TQ' (M,cp~) 
B 
where cpMM .... M ® B is "defined as the composit:i,on 
A cp ,' 
M M ,:,. M ® A 1 ® Q! ) M ® B. Then the appropriate diagrams :commute 
because Q' is a coalgebra. hom0morphisrn and (M,cp:) is a right B-comodule. 
Suppose f :M ... M' is · an A-c0module homomorphism, then 
T(f) ;: f:M ... M' is a B-cornodule homomorphism .because the diagram 
A 
cpM l®a 
M -----~ M ® A --------:;,),M ® B 
rl ~. Jr® 1 lf® 1 
M' ------M'® A l ® Ct! )M'® B 
is commutative. 
Proposition 4. 7: If ot :A --+ B is a .coalgebra .homomorphism arid M E rsJf-, 
then there exists a canonical R-homomorphism from M to T (M) which is Q' 
an.Q!-right comodule homomorphism. 
Proof : De fine ~ M: M ... TQ' (M) by ~ M = lM when considered as an 
R-homomorphism. Then the diagram 
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NM 
M ------_.T (M) = .M 
a 
Al cpM 1~ 
M ® A ---,.----~ M ®. B NM® OI . 
is commu.tative because, by d:efinition, cp: = (lM ® OI )cp~ = (NM ® QI )cp~. 
Proposition 4.8: a,:'A :~ B is, a;~coalgebra hdmomorphism a?id A,B are aug-
mented R-coalgebras. If: N. e:.fmi, then there exists :an a,-left cochain map 
p:18(A,Nr ~Jl:r(B,ex,T,(N)). where 18·(A,N)'. is ·the ... cdba:i:-.:·r.esol\l~~O.n·,foz: N in the 
coalgebr1:1o A,1 si:m..il,a;rly. f,c:,r.J8(B,a.T(N)), .pe.re.gra~h 3. of. Chapter III. 
Proof: A sec:iuence .of R-homomorphisms, p = (r:, ) , must be define.d such 
n 
that p is a chain map and .each pn is an .QI-left comodule homomorphism.~ 
Recall, where Q = ker E and Q' = ker·E', 
0->Q iclA 6 :::>R ..... O 
. ~p r~ 
0 ~ Q' bBOI,;.. E'=>R ~ O. 
pi i°f' ' 
Consider the diagram 
cpA 0 81 2 58(A,N) :0 . >N N • ~A® N 8 ~A®Q®N. )A®Q®N .... 
1P2 0 ', 
B 
. .. 
NNJ lp a C, ® l l P1 
I\Q A1 
58(B, T(N)):O .... N Ncp ;).B ® N 8 B ® Q'® N 8 . > E®(Q' )2®N ....... 
OI . II 
OI 
T(N) 
Define p-l =. ~N and pk = .Of ® (OI' l :® 1 for k ;:> 0 where 
a' = alQ:Q .... Q'. The first thing that must be verified is 
im(Q' IQ) c Q'. Then it must be shown that p is a cochain .map and each 
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pn' for ·n :::_ O, is an cx.-left comodule homomorphism. 
Since E'cx.i = Ei::; O and i is an injection, im(a.jQ) c Q'. Also, by 
the d f . ·t· f B Bl.) A e im. ion o Ncp , ~-~'IN = p0Ncp • 
For ·k ~ 0 th,e diagram 
is COl!llllutative because ex. is a homomorphism of coalgebras-; i.e., 





k k k i ' 
o = AA ® lQ ® lN + lA ® [ i~l ( -1) lQ ® . • • ® t::.A ® . • . ® lQ ® ~] + 
+ (-l)k+llA ® 1~ ® ~A 
B Since a. is a coalgebra homomorphism and by the definition of Ncp , 
for k ~ O, pk+l ok = (a;® (cx.• l+l ® lN}ok = 
k k . 
=(ex.® Ol')t::.A ®(ex.')·@ 1N +a.® [i~l(-l/a.'® ,,. ® (ex.'® a.')t::.A® ... ®:r.'®lN] 
k+l k A 
+ (-1) ex.® (ex.').® (ex.'® l)Ncp 
' k ' k i 
=&Ba.® (O'.,') ®IN+ a.® [i~l (-1) a.' ® ... ® fl-jp' ®>·--®er' ® lN] + 
+ (-1l+lcx. ® (a.' l ® TfPB 
= ~kp and the proof is completed. k 
Proposition 4,9: A,B are augmented R-coalgebras and a.:A ... B is a 
coalgebra ·homomorphism. If M 'E·~ and N ·E ~, then there exists a 
cochain map y:M El !8(A,N) ... T (M) 0 !8(B, T(N.)). 
A a. B a. 
Proof: Let y = ~M~ p. 
Therefore, if A,B are augmented R-coalgebras, a.:A ... Bis a 
coalgebra homomorphism and if M E r;/, N E ~, there exists, for each 
n, p :::_ o, an R-homomorphism 
(2) ·"t.'. :Cotorn,p {M,N) ... Cotorn';o(M,N) . 
. n,p A,e° B,e 
Let (A, A, E, ~) and (A', 6', E', ~') be augmented R-coalgebras 
A..... A' Ntp 
and let NE "'!J.Jl, N' E !l'Jl with cobar resolutions N ~l8(A,N), 
tp 
N' N' ~l8(A' ,N' ), respectively. {All mosules and coalgebras are 
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assumed graded unless specifically stated otherwise.) Then it is known 
that N ® N' E 1'($A'!l'Jl and 
(3) N ® N' ~ ® N'tp ----.....,l>l8(A,N) ® l8(A' ,N' ), 
is a cochain complex. If (3) is an e?-injective resolution of N ® N', 
then the homology groups calculated using (3) or by using the cobar 
resolution for N ® N' will be the same up to a natural equivalence. 
The following theorem shows that (3) is an e°-injective resolution for 
N ® N'. 
Thedrem 4.2: Under the assumptions of the above paragraph 
0 -1 N ® N' ~ ® N'tp !8(A,N) ® l8(A' ,N') is an e°-injective resolution 
for N ® N'. 
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·Proof: Recall that the cobar resolution is 
i8(A,N) :O '-" N <e= ifP=>IV® N <™ 00 ='#A® Q ® N<E= 01==..>A ® Q2 ® N ~ ... 
. -1 0. 1 · 
. B S S 
i I where {s ·· i :::_ -1} is the contracting homotopy and ~(A,N)~la(A,N) · 
Similarly 
N'cp 
18(1\'N' ):0 '-" N' -4:=-=H1.' 
-1 
0 1 · 
® N' <-.=o =>I\' ® Q' ® N' <-o . .>I\® (Q':)2® N' ~ ... 
0 1 
CJ CJ CJ 
is the cobar resolution of N' and~(/\' ,N')-0!8(/\' ,N' )· Therefore, by 
Proposition 9.1, [15-164], there exists a contracting homotopy 
t = [tk I k :::_ -1} of R-homomorphisms for the cochain complex (3). To 
complete the proof, 
[la(A,N) ® 18(/\' ,N' )t = p+ij=n(A ® QP ® N) ® (A' ® (Q' )g_ ® N' ), for n :::_ O, 
must be shown to be an ~l\ 1 -injective object. 
o To show an object M E MM 'r.m is in ~®/\,, one needs to show there 
exists an A E; r.JJI and comodule homomorphisms c,r such that, 
M~.:-='>(A ®A')® A and re=~- Recall that direct sums of objects in 
r 
~I\, are in ~A,, [6J, hence. the proof will be completed if 
(A® QP ·'® N}·® (A' ® (Q')g_ ® N') is in ~®A' for ariy p,g_ ~ 0. 
Consider the diagram 
l®r I\ I (N)®l 
(i\®N )®(/\ I ®NI ) ~,--------------------------=} J\®J\ I ®N®N I 
l®r N(A I )®1 
cp = t:,.®l 
, . . , , · l®l®l®r N ( I\ 1 )®l . · , , . , (A®/\ )®[ (A®N)®(A ®N )] ~ -- - - - - - ._ --> (A®A )®(/\®/\ )®(N®N ) · 
. l®l®l®r A I (N)®l . 
where cp0 = (1 ® 1 ® 1 ® ,-N(f.•) ® l)(~® 1)(1 ® ,-/\ 1 (N) ® 1). If 
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(A® N ·@ A'' ® N' ) is a left A® A' -co_module, · let c = 1 ® TA' (N) ·® 1 
' cpo 
and r = ·l ·@ cr ; (N) ® 1 = 1 ® ,-N(A') ® 1. Then from the definition of 
. . A 
cp0 , r, care A-comodule homomorphisms and re = 1, 
The ·d'iagram 
~®A'®N' ___ ._-C?_o ___ (A®A, )®(A®N®A '®N, ) 
~OJ 
(A®A I )®(A®N®A '®N') 
. . 1~0 
-----> (A®A' )2®(1\®N®A'®N') 
A°®l 
can be written as Diagram 4.4 where (i) is commutative by definition of 
cp0 , (ii) is commutative because cp is coscalar multiplication and (iii) 
.~. 
is an identity. Similarly, one can verify the commutativity of 
R®(A®N®A'®N') --------- llsN®A'®N' 
(A®J::_. 
Define for each p,q :::_ 0 with either pr O or q f O, 
~,q:i\ ® QP® N ® A'® (Q' )%, N' .... (A® A')® (A® (l®.N ® A'® (Q,' )\, N') 
by the dil:).gram 
and the reader can verify, as done. for p = O = q, that 
(A® r:l ® N ® A' ® (Q' )q_ ® N', cp ) is a left i\ ® A' -comodule. 
p' q_ 
Therefore, by (1) and Theorem 4,2, for n, m, p, q_ ::::_ O, there exists 
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( )¢( ·)Cotorn'~(M,.N) ® Cotorm,q-:::O(M' ,N') ... Cotorn+m,p+q(t@M' ,N®N') 
n,p . m,q A,e A' ,e ~A' ;"tJ 
for any ME rsf, N E J\.m, M' E ;;f' and N' E /\'!IR where (A, !::., E, ·T)) and 
(A', 8', E', 11' ) are augmented R-coalgebras. · 
I:f' (A, I::., µ, E, T] )- is a Hopf algebra where µ :A ® A ... A is the 
multiplication and T]:R ... A is the unit, thenµ is a coalgebra homomorphism; 
Milnor and Moore [16-227]; thus; by (2), there exists, for n,m,p,q::::. O, 
¢ : Cotorn,p (M,N) ® Cotorm,q (M' :,N') ... Cotorn+m,p+q(~' ,N®N') 
(n,p) (m,q) · A,e!J A,e}J A,e!J 
;f'or M,M' E _rsf and. N,N' E J\.m. .Further, if we consider ·N = ER and. 
M' = RE, then 
¢ Cotorn,p (M,R) ® Cotorm,q (R,N') ... Cotorn+:op+q(M,N') (n,p) (m,q): A,e o A,e!J A,e-
An Internal Product for Coext 
Let (A, t., E, il) be an augmented graded R-coalgebra where R is a 
commutat'ive ring with identity. It will be shown that for each M,N,t. 
in J\.m and for each m,n,p,q ::::_ 0 there exists an R-homomorphism. 
¢:Coextn,p (M,N.) ® Coextm,q (N,L) ... Coextn+m,p+q(M,L). 
A,"(J . A,tJ . A,-tJ 
A similar result can be obtained for right A~comodules. 
Le:(llllla 4.1: If Mis a left A-comodule, A anR-module, then for any 
d d d :::_ 0, Ho~ (M,A) ~ Hom A (M, A ® A) as R-modules. 
Proof: d d . For each d > 0 define bd:Ho~(M,A) .... HomA (M, A® A)by the 
_diagram 
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for any f E Ho~(M,A) and define ad:Hom~(M, A® A) .... Hom;(M,A) by the 
diagram 
M ------g---~A ® A 




for any g e Hom~(M, A® A). Then, one can verify that bd and ad. are 
R~ho:iii.omorphisma and. adbd. "' 1, bd.ad ,"1 1. 
. l 
Theorem 4. 3: .If E :M 
any d ::::_ o, the sequence 
is exact. 
d 3 HomA(M ,I) 
g 3 ~ ~ 
---=-.>M is in e and I E J , the;n for 
f* d 1 
;;>HomA (M , I) 
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume I = A ® A where A is an 
· R-module. Since f*g*= O, it needr:i only be shown that ker f* c im g*. 
Because of Lemma 4.1, if the sequence 
g* >Ho~(tf ,A) 
is exact, then the proof will be completed. 
The sequence Eis R-split exact, so there exists an R-homomorphism 
m:~/im f .... M3 and e:M3 ~ ~/im f such that g = me, where c is the 
cok:ernel of f, m is a monomorphism, e is an epimorphism and em = 1. 
Since hf= o, there exists a unique morphism k:i/-/im f .-.A such that 
kc= h. Then keg= kemc =kc= f and M' 
(1) is exact as a sequence of R-modules. 
Let M,N,L be left J\-comodules. Let B(N) and B(L) denote the 
cobar resolutions of N and L; i.e., the canonical e°-injective 
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resolutions of N and L, respectively, see paragraph 3 of Chapter III. 
B(N) and B(L) are 
Ncp oo · 5n · 
B(N):O .... Np ==;>B0 ~---::$B1 ~ ... ~B p- 4B ~~ ... 
-1 1 . n n n+~ 
s $ s 
and, for each d :::_ 0, 
d d Hom.I\ (M,B(N)) :0 .... Hom.I\ (M,N) (Ncp* )d d 7 Hom.I\ (M, B0 ) 
(oo) 
__ . ..,...;* ___ d_~ ... 
(Lq,.; )d d -~ Hom.I\ (N,B0 ) 
(Lcp*)d d -~ HomJ\(M,B0 ) 
Then, for each n,p,m,q:::. O; 
and 
n· ker (o ) 
* p 
= ' im ( o~-1 ) p 
6m ker(o*) 
- q_ 
- (.A.,m-1) im o*·· q_ 
To define an R-homomorphism 
¢:Coextn',;.o(M,N) ® Coextm'!o(N,L) ... Coextn+:op+q_(M,L) 
A,e A,e A,e 
consider the following diagram where f E Hom~(M,Bm) and onf = O; 
g E Homq_A. (M,B) and omg ~ o. 
m M 
N~ 50 on-l !t on 
>~o -- :>~l .... · · · .,. ~n-1 :>~ > Bn+l .... 
g : g I g I g I g II 
O 1 11 n-lf nl n+11 
f ~ ~ ~+n-1 f ~m+n t_ 
.... N ~g~-;,\Bm -~--;>Bm+l-+ · · ..... Bm+n-1 ;)Bm+n 7 Bm+n+l .... 
Diagram 4.5 
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By Theorem 4;3 we can define a A-cochain map G:B(N) ... K, i.e., a g 
seq_uence of A-comodule homomorphisms gk:Bk ... Bm+k' fork:::_ O, such that 
gk+l ok = ,g.m+kgk and I gkl = lgl. Since O -+ N ... B0 is in tJ. and 
- ~ . -B E c.9, there exists a A-comodule homomorphism g0 :B0 ... B. such that m · m 
9)Ncp = glN' Then ~g0Ncp = ~g = 0 and there exists a 1\.-comodule 
0 /.\m homomorphism g1 :B1 ... Bm+l such that g1o = o g0 . Assume there exists 
I\ d 1 h h . B B h that g ~n-l 4ID+n-l a -como u e omomorp :i.sm g : · ... . sue u = u gn-l' 
n n m+n n 
= ~+n~+n-lg 1 = O. n-
n-1 n 
B o . >B - 0->B 
n-1 n n+l 
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is in e:J and Bm+n+l E ""fJ, hence there exists a A-comodule homomorphism 
g l :B l -+ B l such that g 1e,n n+ n+ m+n+ n+ 
constructed by induction. 
Am+n 
= 0 . g . 
n 
Therefore, G is 
Let ¢(f ® g) = gnf where f denotes f + im (o~,:~1 )P, similarly for 
g and gnf ·• To show ¢ is well-defined it must be verified that the 
definition is independent of the choice of the representative of the 
cosets, indepenc\.ent of the "t1-injective resolutions of N and Land 
independent of the choice of the J\-cochain map G. Since the homology 
groups are independent of the particular e°~injective resolution the 
definition of¢ is independent of the choice of resolution, 
Let G' = (gk :Bk -+ ~+k ·I k :::_ O} be another J\-cochain map derived 
from lN. Then using Theorem 4.3, one can show G is homotopic to G', 
i.e., there exists a sequence of A-homomorphisms (tk:Bk .... Bm+k-l I k ::::_l} 
0 . k k 1 
-- t ~ d ' t ~ + 4m+ - tk fork> 1. lv an gk - gk = k+l0 v 
Then (gn - g~)f E im ~+n-l, because (gn - g~)f 
= ~+n-lt f. Therefore, the definition of¢ is independent of the 
n 
cochain map. 
. (b.m-1) Now suppose g = O. Then g E im 6* q and there exists a 
J\-comodule homomorphism of degree q, h:N-+ B such that ~-lh 
m-1 = g. 










Kg = KAm 1 :O-+N Am-1 >Bm 
'S - h 6 h 
----B -+ ,,,-+B -+ 
m+l m+n 
where hk = .gm+k-lhk fork> O. Therefore H' - G and there exists a 
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sequence {p :B ... B 1 I n > O} of J\-comodule homomorphisms such that n n m+n- -
h ' l.\m+n-1 ~n .. g - = 6 p + p . l u n n n n+ Then (g - h' )f = ~+n-lpnf and. n n 
g f 
n 
g f E im (~+n-l) . 
n * . p+q 
= ~m+n-i'(p f + h f) and 
n n 
Finally, suppose f o, then there exists a J\-comodule 
n-1 homomorphism £:M-+ B 1 of degree p such that 6 £ = f. Thus n-
t.\nl+n-1 6 g 1£ = g 
n- n 
Therefore 
¢ is a function. It can readily be verified that¢ is an R-homomorphism 
and the proof of the following theorem is complete. 
Theorem 4.4: If M, N, Lare left J\-comodules, then tnere exists for 
each n,m,p,q ;:_ 0 an R-homomorphism 
Theorem 4,5: If Mis a left J\-comodule, then 
C = {Coextn'~(M,M) I n,p :::_ O} is a bigraded R-algebra. 
J\, e 
Proof: One can readily verify that C is a bigraded R-module. Let 
C denQte Coextn'~A(M,M) for n,p ~ 0. Define 
n,p -=; 1:1.,e 
µ:C ® C .... C 
by letting ( )µ( ) =¢,where ¢ is defined in the proof of Theorem 
n,p m,q 
4.4. ( )µ( ) :C ® C ~ C for n pm q > 0. n,p m,q n,p m,q n+m,p+q ' ' ' - Define 
11:R .... C by 11(1) = ~ E H®E(M, A® M) i.e., 11(1) = ~ E co,o· 
Then commutativity must be verified in the diagrams 
C C C 11 ® 1 c· 0 ® ® t: ' ... l) ® 
l ® µl (I) l µ 
C ® C ------i>C µ 
1) Commutativity in (I): 
Let f E C , g E C .. and h E C. . Then µ (µ ® 1) (f ® g ® h) "' 
n,p m,q r,s 
- µ(g f ® h) = h (g f) and µ(l ® µ) (f ® g ® h) = µ(f ® h g) = (h g) f. 
n n+m n · m m n 
By considering the following diagrams and because of chain homotopy, 
hm+ngnf = (hmg)nf. M 




0 ... M B .... _, B ... g m m+n 
11 lhm lhm+n 
0 -+ M 7B -+ ...... B ... h g m+r m+n+r m 
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2) Commutativity in III (Similarly in II): 
Let f EC then (1 ® ri)(f® 1) = f® 1 and µ(f ® . .w) = f 
n,p . J.'I.LT 
by construction of the chain maps from Kf. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper is concerned with two objectives, an investigation of 
the properties of the cotorsion functor and a presentation of the 
functor coextension. ·Relative homological algebra is the principal tool 
used in this research. 
An exposition of derived functors relative to an inje.ctive class 
of sequences is given and then in Chapter II an example, Ext, is stated 
where the injective class considered,'&, is not equal to the class of 
all exact sequences. The writer also shows that the category, fl.rs]' of 
left modules over a given algebra fl. is injectively perfect. It is also 
shown that the functor HomR(ti.,--) from rsJ1 to fl.rsJl is an adjoint functor of 
the forgetful functor. The C9"Ilonical tf>-injective resolution is 
constructed. 
Using tµ.e· theory of Chapter I, it is shown that the Cotor functor 
can be derived, relative to the injective class 'ef>, from the cotensor 
product. Furthermore, the writer shows that Hom/I., relative to tf>, 
satisfies the conditions of Chapter I. Hence, a derived functor exists 
which is called Coext. 
Finally, in Chapter IV, products are obtained for Cotor and Coe:x:t. 
It is also shown that the product for Coext yields an algebra. 
In relation to this investigation and subsequent to its completion 
Professor N. Shimada, Professor H. Uehara and the author have found that 
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triple cohomology (M. Barr and J. Beck [4], M. Barr [3], S. Eilenberg 
and J. C. Moore[?]) can be discussed as a derived fun.ctor in the 
relative homological algebra .of [6]; in pa,rticular the standard complex 
used in [4] is a resolution with respect to a suitable projective class 
in a category of functors. Hence,, the Acyclic Model Theorem (Theorem 
3 .1, [ 4]) is exactly the comparison theorem (Pro position 3. 2, [ 6 J). 
(The author has noticed that S. MacLane reported a .similar result in 
the April, 1967 issue of the Notice5, of the American Mathematical 
Society.) This discovery unifies all known cohomology theories of 
algebras including Lie algebras, from the standpoint of relative 
homological algebra. 
By consideration of Grothendieck's fibred category (Grothendieck 
[10] and Gray [9]) it iB proposed that the product of Chapter IV can be 
added to the axioms of a derived functor, discul!llsed in Chapter I. This 
proposal has the effect of unifying cohomology /l,.nd homology theory in 
relative homological algebra. Preliminary investigation indicates that 
this can be done. 
Another proposal for further research is to apply the results of 
tb,is paper, to the calculation of the Ext functor of modules over the 
Steenrod algebra. It is proposed that this application can then be 
used to study not only the usual .multiplicative structure but also some 
characteristic features 0f the c0homology of Hopf algebras--for example, 
the algebraic Steenrod operations defined in the cohomology 
(A. Liulevi.cius [13]). 
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